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TASDA, acronym for Tactical Airborne Sonar Decision Aid,
is a computer simulation designed to select optimum sonobuoy
pattern spacings given environmental parameters and submarine
mode of operation. The program was designed to operate in
a Tactical Support Center for briefing of flight crew person-
nel. Analytical methods and statistical models are used to
investigate the TASDA program with a view towards modifying
it for future aircraft inflight utilization. Some improve-
ments are made to the TASDA model which reduce program run
time and core storage requirements. A modified version of
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I. THE TASDA PROGRAM
A. INTRODUCTION
TASDA, an acronym for Tactical Airborne Sonar Decision
Aid, is a computer simulation program which assists tactical
coordinators of P-3j ASW aircraft, to determine optimum
sonobuoy search patterns and buoy spacing for varying oceano-
graphic conditions, submarine types, and submarine mode of
operation.
Initial specifications for TASDA were written by Mr.
M. L. Metersky of the Naval Air Development Center, Warmin-
ster, Pa., in April, 1971. The computer program was written
by International Business Machines, Inc., under Navy contract
numbers N-62269-72-C042 of January 11, 1972 and
N-62264-73-C0289 of January 25, 1973.
B. NEED FOR SIMULATION
One of the most difficult tasks in antisubmarine warfare
is to obtain an initial contact on a submarine . For patrol
aircraft, the primary means of submarine detection is the
sonobuoy, an air-dropped, expendable, passive sonar device.
The passive sound system of the sonobuoy relies on trans-
mission of submarine acoustic energy in the water for contact
Although active-type sonobuoys are used in ASW, these
are not used for initial detection of submarines.

Detection ranges for passive sonobuoys vary from less than
one mile to several hundred miles. The detection range
depends upon many variables, such as hydrophone depth, sub-
marine depth, condition of detection equipment, noise fre-
quency and intensity generated by the submarine and, above
all, the prevailing seawater conditions. Because of the
numerous variables and their complex dependencies, it is
very difficult, if not impossible, to calculate optimum
sonobuoy patterns and sonobuoy spacing within these patterns,
through the use of deterministic models. However, it is
possible to calculate a probabilistic solution to the prob-
lem of optimum sonobuoy deployment through the use of com-
puter simulation of the real world environment. TASDA is
a laboratory model which was written to show the feasibility
of applying computer simulation techniques to the airborne
ASW problem.
C. DESCRIPTION
The basic simulation approach used in TASDA is to move
a submarine along a randomly selected path within a given
area of ocean which has predetermined seawater characteristics
Several different sonobuoy geometries or patterns are tested
in the ocean area to determine whether the submarine will
be detected. After numerous simulated submarine runs, a
probability of detection (Pd) is calculated for each sono-
buoy ge'ometry and each different spacing within these geom-
etries as the ratio of the number of detections to the total
number of submarine runs.

A more detailed discussion of the TASDA program opera-
tion follows.
The user chooses one of three possible types for
solution:
1. selection of the sonobuoy geometries and spacings
which give detection probabilities equal to or greater than
an input probability;
2. selection of the pattern spacings which maximize
probability of detection for each relevant geometry;
3. selection of the sonobuoy geometry and spacing
which maximize area of coverage for a given minimum Pd
threshold.
Once a problem type has been specified, the user must
then input known or suspected submarine, aircraft, environ-
ment, and sonobuoy characteristics. These include the type
of submarine, either nuclear or conventional; the type of
submarine operation, either transiting or on station; the
submarine speed and, if a conventional submarine, both its
snorkeling and submerged speed; the minimum and maximum times
for snorkeling and submerged operations for conventional
submarines; the coordinates of the area in which a submarine
initiates its motion, and the area to which it is transiting,
or the minimum and maximum bearing angles the submarine
might use in moving from its original position; the operating
depth of the submarine; the minimum and maximum number of
sonobuoys to be considered in a geometry; the number of buoy
information processing channels which the aircraft has
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available; the expected time late for the aircraft arrival
on-station; the radio range of the sonobuoys; the hydrophone
depth of sonobuoys; the desired probability of detection
threshold (not included for probability optimization
problems); the number of figures of merit (FOM) and the
specific FOM values to be tested.
FOM is an acoustic parameter which describes the target,
ocean, receiver, and receiver operator.
FOM = SL - AN - RD
In the above formula, SL represents the target's acoustic
intensity, AN represents the ambient sea noise and RD
represents recognition differential. RD, which takes into
account receiver and display accuracy, and operator ability,
is defined as the minimum signal-to-noise ratio which
enables an operator to detect a target on his receiver or
display equipment 50 percent of the time when a target is
present. All the terms in the above formula are measured
in decibels.
The FOM, combined with the sound propagation loss over
the distance from the submarine to a sonobuoy, determines
whether a detection will be made.
A sound energy propagation loss profile, in one mile
increments out to 204 miles, from a propagation loss program
which is run prior to initiating TASDA, is part of the input.
Although the propagation loss profile dominates the calcula-
tion of meaningful real world numbers, it will not be treated
11

in detail here, because the generation of propagation loss
profiles is beyond the scope of this investigation.
A file of sonobuoy geometries is a necessary input to
the program, but, because of the complex format of the
geometry data, this file must be designed and input prior
to program initiation. This file includes an identification
label for each geometry, the type of submarine operations
for which the pattern is devised, the number of buoys in the
pattern, the buoy subsets to be processed together (if the
aircraft can not process all buoys at once), the monitoring
time of each subset of buoys, a spacing parameter specified
in dimensionless units internal to the program, called grid
units, which determines the relative size of each pattern,
and x and y position of each buoy in a rectangular coordinate
system measured in grid units, spacing ratio increment used
to increase or decrease pattern size, and, finally, a
geometry radius, which is the distance from the center of
2the pattern to the furthest buoy.
The initial step toward the solution of any of the three
problem types is the selection of a buoy geometry which
satisfies the requirement for the minimum and maximum number
of sonobuoys allowed, and which is compatible with the
assumed submarine mode of operation. Once a geometry is
selected, the minimum and maximum plausible spacings between
2The relationship of grid units to final pattern spacing
is discussed in detail in Appendix A.
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the sonobuoys in the pattern calculated. An initial sonobuoy
spacing is calculated which is based on the size of the
operating area input by the user and a spacing parameter
which is a predetermined value calculated for each geometry.
An initial spacing increment is computed in the same manner.
This increment is used to vary the size of the spacing param-
eter which is used to calculate the spacing for successive
probability of detection computations for the selected
geometry. Next, depending on the type of problem selected
by the user, a submarine is simulated to move through the
designated area; its starting position and direction of
movement are calculated at random within prespecified limits.
A pseudo random number generator is used to assign appropriate
randomness to the original position and direction. Movement
of the submarine is done in time steps. A position for the
submarine is calculated for each step, and at each position
a calculation is made to determine whether each buoy in the
geometry is in contact with the submarine. This determina-
tion is based on (a) the range from the submarine to the
sonobuoy, (b) the sound propagation loss profile, and (c)
the POM adjusted on a random basis for each sonobuoy and
for each run of the submarine. If the propagation loss for
the computed sonobuoy to submarine distance is less than
the adjusted FOM, a detection is credited for that run.
When the first detection of a given run occurs, the FOM is
3Sonobuoy pattern spacing and geometry location in the
operating area is discussed in detail in Appendix A.
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increased slightly to adjust for an alerted operator.
Following each run for a given spacing, the probability of
detection is calculated. The sonobuoy pattern spacing is
changed after each set of runs until the probability of
submarine detection specified by the user is exceeded or
a maximum probability of detection has been achieved. Other
parameters of interest are also computed. These include the
Pd for simultaneous detection on three or more buoys, the
mean contact times for single, double and multiple detections
and the mean time to the first submarine detection.
A non-linear program search routine is used to calculate
the spacing increment to be used in determining buoy spacing
and to decide when an optimal probability of detection has
i|
been found. The program tests each sonobuoy geometry in
turn until all pertinent geometries have been exhausted and
all relevant information has been printed.
TASDA was written specifically for two purposes. First
as a laboratory model, it was to demonstrate the feasibility
of simulation as an effective tool to optimize sonobuoy
geometries and spacings under given operating conditions.
Secondly, it was designed to operate in a Tactical Support
Center where results from the model could be used to brief
flight crews prior to an ASW mission.
The non-linear program search routine is discussed in
detail in Appendix B.
14

To ensure that flight crew briefings are complete and
that most ASW situations are covered, the following four
features are incorporated in TASDA.
First, there is a provision to handle up to six given
figures of merit (POM) for any single problem. This allows
the tactical coordinator to be briefed on the best sonobuoy
geometries and spacings available for a given selection of
probable ambient noise conditions which will be encountered
on a mission.
Secondly, it has a sonobuoy monitoring cycle capability.
This permits realistic problem solutions in those situations
where the number of sonobuoys in a pattern exceed the number
of receivers and processing channels available in the air-
craft. Presently, sonobuoy geometries used in TASDA have as
many as 16 buoys, while aircraft processing capabilities vary
from four to 16 channels, depending on the model and its
modifications
.
Third, it has the capacity to generate random snorkel
cycles for conventional submarines to be used in problem
solutions where target submarines are known to be diesel
powered.
Fourth, there are two separate subroutines for calcula-
ting probabilities of detection. One is used to compute a
probability of detection for a given geometry and its spacing
This is utilized when computer run time is critical and
only single probability of detection results are required.
The second subroutine requires more computer time for Pd
15

calculations, but it also computes probabilities for two
and three simultaneous detections by different sonobuoys,
mean time to first detection and mean holding times for
single and multiple sonobuoy detections.
Although most of these features are necessary to accom-
plish the mission for which TASDA was designed, they make




With the advent of the P-3C Update system, the computer
in the aircraft is capable of handling a simulation in addi-
tion to its many other functions. However, TASDA, in its
present form, is too lengthy and too slow to be of any value
to the Update system.
The primary objective of this thesis was to reduce the
size of the current TASDA program and to decrease the program
run time; so it would be feasible for the real time applica-
tions in the P3C 'Update' system. Secondary objectives
included:
1. performing preliminary sensitivity analysis on
variables in the program
2. performing statistical analysis to determine the
number of submarine runs required for given
confidence limits and allowable error percentages
3. reviewing the program to ensure that sound
simulation procedures were used.
There were several sub-models in the TASDA program which
appeared superfluous for an on-board the aircraft, real time
system. Also, there were algorithms used in the TASDA model
which seemed inefficient and which needed to be modified to
achieve a more effective simulation. The following submodels





A. MODIFICATION OF PROBABILITY SUBROUTINES
The TASDA program contained two subroutines which calcu-
lated the probability of detection. The best features of
each subroutine have been combined into a single subroutine.
These subroutines had a substantial amount of similar logic.
The subroutine labeled, PROB, was the more complex of the
two. It calculated not only the probability of a single
detection, but also the probability of two and three or more
simultaneous detections, the mean time to first detection,
and the mean time in contact for one, two, and three or more
simultaneous detections.
The algorithm moved the submarine in steps from its
original position until it reached a precalculated maximum
distance. At each step a new submarine position was computed
together with its distance from each sonobuoy in the pattern.
Sonobuoy to submarine distance was then used as an index in
the propagation loss profile vector to retrieve the appro-
priate propagation loss value. This figure was then compared
to the input FOM modified for sonobuoy and run deviations to
establish whether detection has occurred. Once detection
was gained, the FOM was increased by two decibels to account
for an alerted operator, the various time values were recor-
ded, the number of detections was increased by one and the




In the PROBF subroutine, the maximum possible FOM was
compared with the propagation loss profile vector to secure
the maximum distance at which detection could possibly occur.
For each run of the submarine, the closest point of approach
(CPA) to each sonobuoy was calculated. If CPA was greater
than the maximum detection range for a sonobuoy, that sono-
buoy was deleted from further calculations for the run. If
CPA was less than maximum detection range, the limits along
the submarine track for possible detection were computed.
The submarine was then stepped along only that portion of
its track where possible detection could occur, and submarine
to sonobuoy distances were computed for those buoys, which
had a chance of detection. Once detection was made, the run
was terminated and the number of detections was increased
by one. PROBF was much faster because only sonobuoys which
had a chance of detection were tested and solely for the
relevant portion of the submarine track. Depending on the
FOM and propagation loss profile, large savings in program
run time could be achieved. However, subroutine PROB re-
turned much more information which was useful to the tactical
coordinator in decision making. By combining PROB and PROBF
into a single subroutine, redundant logic was eliminated and
program run time was decreased while the total information
output, currently provided by PROB, was retained.
B. DELETION OF MULTIPLE FOM PROVISION
TASDA presently has provisions to handle up to six given
figures-of-merit for any one problem solution, but, for an
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aircraft system, only one FOM is required. Multiple FOM
calculations are necessary for a shore based TASDA system
to ensure that the tactical coordinator of an ASW flight
crew is briefed for best sonobuoy geometry selection under
a selection of the ambient noise conditions which are most
likely to be encountered during a mission. The incorporation
of the six figures-of-merit option in the program requires
extensive logic and computer memory space, but it was effi-
cient in terms of run time. The alternative would have been
to run the complete program as many times as there were de-
sired solutions for different FOM. However, in a real time
situation, where the aircraft can obtain an on-the-spot
ambient noise reading and compute the FOM, there is need for
only a single FOM capability within the program.
C. DELETION OF SONOBUOY MONITORING CYCLE PROVISION
The logic which determined monitoring cycles for sonobuoy
pattern sub-fields was removed from the program. Present
day P-3 aircraft are able to process and display from four
to 16 channels of sonobuoy information at one time, depending
on the model of aircraft. Because TASDA was designed for
tactical support centers which cater to all models of the
P-3» it was necessary to put logic in the program which de-
veloped sonobuoy monitoring cycles for those aircraft which
are not equipped to receive information from all the sonobuoys
operating at a given instant. However, the P3C has a 16
channel processing capability which is adequate for continuous
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monitoring of all the sonobuoys in patterns which are
currently used in airborne ASW. Therefore, the monitoring
cycle logic for the in-flight program was not required, and
its elimination would decrease overall program size.
D. DELETION OF DIESEL SUBMARINE PROVISION
It appeared reasonable to delete from TASDA the extra
programming logic required for calculating random snorkel
cycles of diesel submarines. The majority of antisubmarine
warfare operations in the future will be in the detection,
localization, and tracking of nuclear submarines. Although
conventional submarines remain a threat today, the major sea
powers are rapidly converting to all nuclear powered under-
sea forces. The requirement for economy in program size in
an in-flight system and the future reduction in the diesel
submarine threat made this change to TASDA appear sound.
E. INCREASED TIME INCREMENT FOR SUBMARINE MOVEMENT
It appeared that program run time could be reduced, if
the time increment used to compute the incremental distance
of submarine movement in the Pd submodel was made a function
of submarine speed. The Pd submodel, used in TASDA, was
tested for submarine detection by comparing a FOM to the
acoustic propagation loss over the distance from a sonobuoy
to the submarine. This test was made after each increment
of submarine movement. The distance increment was calculated
by multiplying the input submarine speed by a fixed time
interval of either two or four minutes. The time interval
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selected was based on the time required for the submarine
to traverse the operating area: if less than two hours,
the two minute interval was used; otherwise, the four minute
interval was used. When submarine speeds of less than 15
knots were used, the resulting distance increment would
always be less than one mile. However, the propagation loss
profile values were figured for one mile increments. There-
fore, many redundant FOM and propagation loss comparisons
would be made whenever submarine speed was less than 15
knots, because the propagation loss value remained the same
until the sonobuoy to submarine distance changed by one mile.
The small time increments in TASDA were necessary when sono-
buoy monitoring cycles were utilized to ensure sonobuoys
were tested for possible submarine detection while the buoys
were being monitored. However, as discussed in Section C,
there is no requirement for the monitoring cycle algorithm
in an airborne TASDA model.
F. INCREASED PROPAGATION LOSS VECTOR INDEX INCREMENT
It appeared possible to decrease program run time by
increasing the index increment size used to retrieve propa-
gation loss values from the propagation loss vector. In
the PROBP subroutine, a decrementing index was used to re-
trieve values from the propagation loss vector; each value
was then tested to determine if it was less than the sonobuoy
FOM. The propagation loss index corresponded to the distance
for which the propagation loss value was figured. When the
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first propagation loss value was found, which was less than
the sonobuoy FOM, its index value was used as the sonobuoy-
to-submarine distance in an algorithm which calculated points
on the submarine track where first and final detection could
occur. By increasing the index increment size, fewer FOM
propagation loss comparisons would be required to obtain
the desired sonobuoy-to-submarine distance and program run
time was reduced.
G. REPLACEMENT OF RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR SUBROUTINE
Program run time could be decreased by replacing the
random number generator subroutine call instructions with
the random number generator itself. The pseudo random num-
ber generator used in TASDA was written as a subroutine
which contained two Fortran instructions. This subroutine
was called from ten separate instructions within the pro-
gram, but could be exercised over 400,000 times during the
period of a complete program execution. The time to execute
subroutine calls was eliminated at the expense of extra
required memory space.
H. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF SONOBUOY AND RUN DEVIATION
In the real world, there are differences in the sensitiv-
ity of sonobuoys of the same type and manufacture, and dis-
tinct points within a specified area of ocean will have unequal
propagation loss profiles. These variations were introduced
into the program by altering the FOM. Random normal deviations
were produced by an algorithm which utilized pseudo random
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numbers and a given standard deviation. A distinct FOM
value was assigned to each sonobuoy for each submarine run.
This value was the sum of a base FOM plus a random normal
deviation for the sonobuoy plus another random normal devia-
tion for the submarine run. No testing had been carried
out to determine whether the added randomness significantly
changed program results. Preliminary sensitivity analysis
was conducted to determine whether significant differences
existed in program results when sonobuoy and run deviations
were deleted.
I. RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR SEED REINITIALIZATION
The seed value for the random number generator should
be reinitialized to its original value prior to each set of
submarine runs in the Pd submodel. The TASDA program was
designed to provide ASW flight crews with the best information
on sonobuoy geometries and the spacing of buoys within each
geometry for given sea water conditions and submarine opera-
tions. Since geometries were compared to one another, they
should have been tested under the same conditions; that is,
variables outside the geometry type and sonobuoy spacing
should have been constant for every geometry. In the TASDA
model, this was not the situation, as the random number
generator was initialized with a specific seed value at the
start of the program, then continues to generate different
random numbers throughout the entire solution process. This
procedure produces different submarine tracks for each
24

geometry and for each spacing within the geometry. This
would have little effect on program results if a sufficiently
large number of submarine runs were generated for each
spacing of each geometry; i.e., as the number of runs
approaches infinity, results would approach their true values
Because of time limitations, relatively few runs were gener-
ated for each spacing; so, to reduce the variation between
sets of runs, the seed value should be reinitialized. The
method described will cause identical submarine tracks to
be generated for each spacing and geometry, thus a truer
comparison can be made. This will not eliminate the possi-
bility that the final solution is incorrect, compared to
the true solution for an infinite number of runs; but it
does ensure the best solution for those submarine tracks
which are generated.
J. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR SOLUTION ACCURACY
The concept underlying any simulation is the generation
of probabilistic solutions to problems which can not be
solved by other means. On the assumption that a good random
number generator is used and that the assumptions concerning
real world inputs are correct, the accuracy of simulation
solutions is dependent on the number of program iterations,
or trials, employed. Essentially, as the number of trials
approaches infinity, the simulation solution approaches the
true* solution. Unfortunately, computer run time limits the




must be utilized to determine the number of trials required
for any desired solution accuracy. Submarine runs through a
specified area were the trials in TASDA. However, a set
number of runs were used in this simulation without regard
to solution accuracy. There was a need to statistically
determine the number of submarine runs required for prespeci-
fied solution accuracy under the conditions imposed by a





A version of the TASDA III program was obtained in
December, 1972 from the Naval Air Development Center. The
program was identical to the one being exercised at that time
at NADC on a UNIVAC 1230 computer. However, two subroutines
were missing which had been on a separate magnetic tape at
NADC. The subroutines were the pseudo random number genera-
tor and one which read the geometry files into the program.
These two subroutines were rewritten by the author and placed
in the TASDA program. The program was then exercised in its
many different modes to ensure there were no syntax or logic
errors which would cause the program to fault. There was
no way to compare the results of the program run on the IBM
360 computer at the Naval Postgraduate School with those
obtained at NADC, because the pseudo random number generators
would produce different numbers. Therefore, it was assumed
that the results obtained on the IBM 360 computer were
mechanically correct; that is, they differed from the re-
sults obtained at NADC only because the random numbers were
unequal and not due to program changes. Results obtained
from the basically unaltered TASDA program were saved as
control numbers to ensure later alterations to the program
would not change the basic answers.
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B. MODIFICATION OF THE PROBABILITY SUBROUTINE
The basic concept behind modifying the two probability
subroutines was to reduce the number of times sonobuoys were
tested to determine if they were in contact with the submarine.
In the subroutine, PROB, the submarine was moved along its
entire track in small distance increments. For each incre-
ment, every sonobuoy in the pattern being used was tested
for possible contact with the submarine. This process was
relatively slow in that, for each test, the sonobuoy to
submarine distance had to be figured which required the use
of a square root routine. The subroutine, PROBF, had an
algorithm which, for each sonobuoy, determined whether contact
was possible and, if possible, the points along the submarine's
track where first and last submarine contact could be made.
The basic change to the program was to insert the PROBF
algorithm, just described, into the PROB subroutine prior
to the point where the submarine was stepped along its track.
Then, for each track segment, it was first determined if
each sonobuoy could possibly make contact, prior to testing
if, in fact, it was in contact. The following modifications
5to subroutine PROB were made:
1. Following initialization of variables, the PROBF
algorithm was inserted into the subroutine. This algorithm
5For actual program changes, see Appendix C, and the
listings of subroutine PROB.
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was slightly modified in order to calculate those points
along the sub's track where the first and last possible
contacts by any sonobuoy could occur. These two points
delineated the portion of the track where the sonobuoys
would be tested for contact with the submarine.
2. A flag was set for each sonobuoy that could not
make contact during the current run of the submarine.
3. The initial submarine coordinates were moved to
coincide with the point where the first possible detection
could be made. This eliminated any needless detection
testing prior to possible contact.
4. The total distance the submarine had moved along
its track was calculated to compare with the distance where
last contact could be held by each buoy.
5. A short algorithm was placed at the beginning
of the sonobuoy testing loop to ensure that only those sono-
buoys that were in detection range of the submarine at its
latest position would be tested to be in contact. Three
tests were made. Had the submarine moved past the point
on its track where the indexed sonobuoy could last hold con-
tact? Could the indexed sonobuoy make contact with the sub-
marine during the remaining portion of the submarine run?
Had the submarine reached the point along its track where
the indexed sonobuoy could acquire first contact? If contact
could not be held by the indexed sonobuoy, the program would
loop back to check the next sonobuoy. This reduced to a
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minimum the relatively slow tests to determine whether a
sonobuoy was in contact with the submarine.
C. DELETION OP UNNECESSARY PROVISIONS
The deletion of the programming logic for the provisions
for multiple figures-of-merit , for sonobuoy monitoring cycles,
and for diesel submarine snorkel cycles required a thorough
investigation of each subroutine in the TASDA program to
ensure the remaining program logic would not be altered.
The TASDA program was exercised in all problem modes, with
the same inputs, before and after the logic was deleted from
the program. All problem solutions were identical; so, it
was assumed that the remaining program was not inadvertantly
changed beyond the desired deletions. To save programming
time and computer run time, all three provisions were deleted
at once. Detailed discussion of which logic was removed will
not be set forth in this thesis, because it would be very
lengthy and it is not considered significant to program under-
standing. However, a comparison of the program listings
will show the changes that have been made.
D. INCREASED TIME INCREMENT FOR SUBMARINE MOVEMENT
The following discussion pertains to the TASDA program
without the provisions for sonobuoy monitoring cycles and
submarine snorkel cycles.
Two possible alternatives for increasing or changing the
time increment were investigated. First, the time increment
was removed, as a data statement input, and made a
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user-controlled input. The program was then exercised,
holding all inputs constant, except the time increment. This
was increased for each program run until a significant change
in results was noted. Then, the time increment, prior to
the significant change, was considered the best to use as
an input. However, this was done for only one submarine
speed; so results could vary significantly if a faster
submarine speed were used as an input. The second approach
was to make the time increment a function of submarine speed.
This was done in the main subroutine by setting the time
increment equal to the time it takes the submarine to move
one mile at its input speed. Since the propagation loss
profile is in one mile increments, this assured no propaga-
tion loss value would be overlooked for any sonobuoy as the
submarine was moved along its track. Results from the first
method of obtaining an increased time increment indicated
that significant changes to program solutions do not occur
until the time increment exceeds the time it takes the sub-
marine to move two miles at its input speed; so the formula
was changed to set the time increment equal to the time it
takes the submarine to move two miles at its input speed.
E. INCREASED PROPAGATION LOSS VECTOR INDEX INCREMENT
The following discussion pertains to the probability
subroutine discussed in Section B of this chapter.
The algorithm in the probability subroutine, which
compared a sonobuoy FOM with successive propagation losses
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for decreasing distance increments to determine the distance
where first contact could be made, was altered in the following
manner.
The increment size was changed from a constant equal to
one to a user input variable to allow for ease of testing
different increment sizes and to add flexibility to the
program. When increment size, other than one, was input,
the algorithm would decrease the distance by that amount
after each comparison where propagation loss exceeded FOM,
until either distance went to a negative number or FOM was
greater than or equal to the propagation loss. When distance
became negative, it implied no detection possible on that
sonobuoy, and the procedure was repeated for the next sono-
buoy. When FOM was greater than or equal to propagation
loss, distance was increased by one less than the increment,
the increment was changed to one, and the process of comparing
was continued until FOM was greater than propagation loss
again. Thus, the distance where propagation loss first
becomes less than FOM is realized. This distance is the
value required by the algorithm to compute the initial and
final possible contact points for a sonobuoy.
F. REPLACEMENT OF RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR SUBROUTINE
The random number generator subroutine was deleted from
the program. The calls to this subroutine were replaced by
the two Fortran instruction
,
pseudo random number generator.
Prior to instituting this change, two small programs were
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written; so the run time difference for a given number of
runs, in executing the instructions of the pseudo random
number generator and in executing a call to a subroutine
which had the identical instructions, could be compared.
G. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF SONOBUOY AND RUN DEVIATIONS
A preliminary analysis of the effects to solution results
in removing the random normal deviations for sonobuoys and/or
for runs was conducted. The program was exercised in four
different configurations while all input variables were held
constant. The four configurations were:
1. sonobuoy and run deviations left in the program
2. sonobuoy deviations removed and run deviations
left in the program
3. run deviations removed and sonobuoy deviations
left in the program
4. both sonobuoy and run deviations removed from
the program.
The results of these program runs were tabulated, comparison
graphs were made of a few selected results, and statistical
analysis was carried out on the probability of detection
solutions for single sonobuoys and on two sonobuoys. The
statistical method employed was to test the hypothesis that
mean values of Pd for two different configurations were the
same over several different sonobuoy spacings. It was assumed
each submarine run was a Bernoulli trial; therefore, the
distribution for Pd for each spacing was binomial. The
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angular, or arcsin, method of variance stabilization was
used, because several binomial distributions were being
averaged. The null hypothesis was that the mean values
of the samples were equal. The alternative hypothesis was
that the mean values were not equal.
H. SEED REINITIALIZATION
The following discussion pertains to the TASDA program
with the provisions for diesel submarine snorkel cycles
removed. Random numbers were generated for three different
algorithms within subroutine PROB. These numbers were
utilized to obtain the submarine's initial position and
course, to calculate a sound energy deviation for each sub-
marine run, and to calculate a sound energy deviation for
each sonobuoy. Because it was desired to compare each spac-
ing and each geometry against the identical set of submarine
tracks and identical FOM values for each sonobuoy, it was
necessary to use two random number generators. One supplied
random numbers for computing run sound energy deviations and
for calculating submarine course and initial position, while
the other was used for generating the sound energy deviations
for each sonobuoy. If only a single random number generator
was employed, the random numbers used for calculating sub-
marine track and run deviations would differ between geometries,
Brownless, K.A., Statistical Theory and Methodology in
Science and Engineering




using unequal numbers of sonobuoys. The random number
generator used in TASDA generates each successive seed value
from the previous seed value; so to ensure identical random
numbers between two geometries, not only do the seeds have
to be reinitialized before each call on the PROS subroutine,
but also the quantity of random numbers must be equal. When
the number of sonobuoys between two patterns vary, the quan-
tity of random numbers used for each submarine run during
Pd calculations will not be equal. Therefore, after the
first submarine run, the random numbers for computing sub-
marine tracks, run deviations, and sonobuoy deviations would
be different for the two geometries; thus, different sub-
marine tracks and FOM values would result. By using two
random number generators, the random numbers for calculating
submarine tracks and run deviations could be kept apart
from the effects of unequal sonobuoy numbers between different
geometries
.
An alternative to reinitializing the seed value for the
random number generator was also investigated. Instead of
reinitializing the seed value, an algorithm was placed in
the PROB subroutine which stored in computer memory each
submarine track and sonobuoy FOM value for the first geometry
and spacing tested during program operation. These stored
values were then retrieved from memory for all successive
spacings and geometries during Pd calculations. This achieved
the same result of comparing identical submarine track and
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sonobuoy FOM values between geometries and spacings that
seed reinitialization did.
I. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The method employed for statistical analysis for the
number of submarine runs required was to assume each run was
a Bernouilli trial; that is, for each run, the submarine was
either detected or not detected. The outcome of each run
was assumed to be an independent random variable . The above
assumption was considered valid, because the submarine track
is generated by the use of random numbers. Further, since
the true Pd is always an unknown quantity, it was desirous
to measure the probability that the sample Pd, obtained as a
solution, would differ from the true Pd by a given percentage




-f - p| 1 ep} = 1-a
where S = total number of detections
N = total number of runs
p = the true Pd (always unknown)
e = percent allowable error
1-a = probability that sample Pd varies from true
Pd by less than allowable percentage of
true Pd
With the above assumptions and relation, the central limit
theorem was used to calculate the approximate number of
trials required to assure that the program solution for Pd
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is within a specified percentage of the true p (unknown) for
7
a given confidence level.
K
N = (
(l-aK 2 1 -p
where K /n % = the ± Z value or the standard normal deviations(1-ot)
corresponding to the area under the standard
normal curve represented by the confidence
level (1-ct).
This equation was not made an integral part of the TASDA
program, but was investigated to determine the number of
submarine runs required for various error allowances and
confidence levels where true probabilities of detection were
assumed.
7Hoel, P. G., Port, S. C, Stone, C. J., Introduction to
Probability Theory
, pp. 190-191, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1971.
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A . FORWARD
Results relating to computer run time and computer core
area are based on the use of the Fortran IV programming
language, and the IBM 360/67 computer which are employed at
the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Program
results obtained from other computer facilities utilizing
a different computer system could vary quite markedly from
those reported here. Run time results do not include
compile or high speed printer time; however, such results
can vary a few seconds from actual run time because of
computer interrupts.
Three separate versions of the TASDA program are men-
tioned in the text. TASDA Mod III refers to that program
received from the Naval Air Development Center, which remains
unaltered with the exception of those changes necessary to
make the program run on the IBM 36O computer used at the
Naval Postgraduate School. TASDA UPDATE refers to an altered
TASDA Mod III program in which the subroutines PROB and PROBF
have been replaced by a single subroutine incorporating
features from both of them. TASDA AC refers to the TASDA




B. MODIFICATION OF THE PROBABILITY SUBROUTINE
After the new probability subroutine had been written and
debugged, so that the TASDA update program solutions were
identical to those obtained from the TASDA Mod III program,
the following test runs were made on each program to compare
run times.
1. Program set up included the following inputs:
threshold of Pd = .85, transiting nuclear submarine, eight
channels of monitoring capability, submarine speed - 15 kts.,
one figure of merit = 80, propagation loss profile formula
utilized, area of transit equal 280 by 100 nautical miles,
total operation area equal 320 by 100 nautical miles, ten
submarine runs per probability calculation.
The run time for the TASDA Mod III program utilizing
the PROB subroutine equaled 2 minutes 45 seconds and, utiliz-
ing PROBF, equaled 11 seconds; the run time for the TASDA
UPDATE program equaled 15 seconds.
2. Program set up the same as above with the following
exceptions: problem was area maximization with a holding
submarine, and maximum distance equaled 150 nautical miles.
The TASDA Mod III program run time utilizing the PROB
subroutine equaled 3 minutes 44 seconds, while it took the
TASDA UPDATE program 23 seconds to obtain the same results.
The PROBF subroutine may not be used when the area maximiza-
tion problem is selected. The number of computer words used
for each subroutine was 1365 for PROB, 1372 for PROBF, and
1674 for the modified PROB subroutine.
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The program run time, when the modified subroutine
was used, was obviously much faster than when PROB was used;
yet, the same results were realized. There was a small
increase in run time when the modified subroutine was com-
pared with PROBF; but this was not considered significant,
because of the extra information obtained when using the
modified subroutine.
Although the modified subroutine is more than 300
words longer than either PROB or PROBF, there was a net
savings of 1063 words when the two subroutines were replaced
by the modified one.
C. ELIMINATION OF PROVISIONS
The elimination of the provisions for the multiple FOM
capability, diesel submarine snorkel cycles, and sonobuoy
monitoring cycles had no significant effect on program run
time. A comparison test was conducted where program set up
was such that these provisions were not utilized in the
TASDA Mod III program.
Set up was as follows:
nuclear transiting submarine, one FOM = 80, 16 sono-
buoy monitoring capability, ten submarine runs per probability
calculation. Both programs did include the new Pd subroutine
to save computer run time. There was no appreciable differ-
ence in run time between the two programs. For the TASDA
Mod III program, run time equaled 12.05 seconds, while the
TASDA AC program ran 11. 91 seconds to achieve the same
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solutions. This was expected, as both programs used essen-
tialy the same statements which asked the type of submarine
and the number of monitoring channels available which were
included in the unaltered program. Overall program size was
reduced significantly with the removal of the above named
provisions. TASDA Mod III required approximately 32,000 words
of core memory, while the TASDA AC program required approxi-
mately 19,000 words of memory for a reduction of 13,000 words,
o
a 40.5 percent reduction. Therefore, it appeared worthwhile
to remove the previously discussed provisions for an aircraft
TASDA system.
D. INCREASED TIME INCREMENT FOR SUBMARINE MOVEMENT
1 . Tests of Different Time Increments
The TASDA Mod III program used time increments of two
minutes for the small step size and four minutes for the
large step size. To test the effect these time increments
had on program run time, the TASDA AC program was exercised
with seven different sets of time increments: 2-4 minutes,
4-8 minutes, 5-10 minutes, 6-12 minutes, 7-14 minutes,
8-16 minutes, 9-18 minutes. The program set up was as
follows: nuclear transiting submarine, 15 knot speed,
320 by 100 nautical mile area, optimum Pd threshold, propa-
gation loss formula used, 100 runs per probability calcula-
tion. Since the area was large, the greatest time increment
of each set was utilized by the program. The 15 knot
o
Total program core memory requirement is printed out in
500 word increments, up to the next 500 words.
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submarine speed was used to establish a base set of Pd
figures, because the test for Pd would occur at a maximum
of one mile increment change in distance from submarine to
sonobuoy; so no propagation loss values would be missed.
The results are listed in Table I. Program run time decreased
as the time increment for step size increased. However, the
run time decreased at a decreasing rate. The reduction in
run time was 27.2 percent between time increments of four
and eight minutes, 6.7 percent between eight and ten minutes,
4.6 percent between 12 and Ik minutes, and 1.7 percent
between 16 and 18 minutes. The percentages cited can not be
treated in absolute values; because, as was earlier stated,
program run times which are printed out can vary a few
seconds, depending on the number of computer interrupts
generated during the period the program is running.
The sonobuoy spacing solution for a given geometry
did not change for any of the time increments.
Detection probabilities decreased as the time incre-
ment increased, which was expected; because minimum sonobuoy
to submarine distances would be bypassed, thus decreasing
the chance that FOM would be tested against the propagation
loss value associated with the shortest distance. Except for
convergence zones, propagation loss values are normally
smaller at shorter ranges. There was no discernible rate of
drop off of Pd values, and, for the five geometries tested,
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The test was run a second time, utilizing a different
initial seed value for the pseudo random number generator.
The results, which are listed in Table II, were very similar
to those in the first test, except for a logic weakness in
the search algorithm which caused erroneous solutions for one
of the geometries. The search algorithm will be discussed
later in this chapter.
It was concluded that program run time can be effec-
tively reduced by increasing the time step increment. There
will be a reduction in the values of Pd, but best spacings
for each geometry will not change. It should be restated
that these results and conclusions pertain to the TASDA AC
program in which sonobuoy monitoring cycles and submarine
snorkel cycles were removed. It appears evident that dif-
ferent results would be obtained if these features were
exercised with a larger time step, because detection oppor-
tunities would be lost when a sonobuoy monitoring event or a
snorkel cycle were overstepped by a large step size.
After the time increment was made a function of sub-
marine speed, the program was exercised with three different
input speeds — 5 5 15 > and 20 knots. The program solutions
for all detection probabilities were identical, but the mean
holding times varied inversely to the submarine speed. This
was as expected, because the step distance increment is
treated as a constant value when the step time value is made
a function of submarine speed: the equation used being,
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PROGRAM RUN TIME FCR
VARIEC TIME INCREMENTS
TIME STEP RUN TIME
***
4 I MIN 26 SEC
8 1 MIN 02 SEC
10 MIN 57 SEC
14 1 MIN oe SEC





60) divided by submarine speed. The above equation also
explains the reason for the changing of the mean holding
times. Program run times for the different speed inputs
varied within two seconds of each other. Again, this result
was expected, because the program operated with identical
figures with the exception of time values which are only
summed for mean holding time and mean time to first detec-
tion read-outs. Program run times were also within a few
seconds of the run time of the unaltered TASDA AC program,
where input time increment step size resulted in a two mile
distance increment.
It was concluded that the TASDA AC program could be
more effectively written by changing the time step increment
from a fixed input value to a value which is a function of
submarine speed. This would eliminate the possibility of
making redundant POM versus propagation loss comparisons
when the submarine's speed is such that it would move less
than one mile in a fixed time step. However, by increasing
the constant step distance used in the equation, the same
program run time savings are realized; and once step distance
is set, program run times and Pd results will no longer vary
with different input submarine speeds.
E. INCREASED PROPAGATION LOSS VECTOR INDEX INCREMENT
The TASDA AC program was used to test the new algorithm
which determined at which range the submarine could first be
detected by a given sonobuoy. Program initial set up was:
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transiting submarine, speed 15 knots, optimum Pd, FOM = 75,
100 runs, 64 points of propagation loss data. The propaga-
tion loss data were obtained from Fleet Weather Central Naval
Facility at Monterey, California. These data, listed in
Table III, were calculated from actual oceanographic infor-
mation and were specifically chosen, because convergent zone
conditions were represented. One, three, and ten mile values
were used as the index increment on successive program runs.
Program run time decreased from four minutes 31 seconds for
the one mile index increment, to three minutes 26 seconds
for the three mile increment, and one minute 52 seconds for
the ten mile increment. It should be noted that run times
were considerably higher when actual propagation loss data
were used rather than the propagation loss formula.
Final program solution results, which are listed in
Table IV, were identical for optimum sonobuoy spacing for
each geometry tested, using the three different index incre-
ments. There was one exception at the increment size of ten
for geometry NT-8, but this was caused by a weakness in the
search algorithm. This weakness is discussed in Section J
of this chapter. Probability of detection for single and
multiple sonobuoy contacts decreased as the index increment
was increased. This was expected, because convergence zone
detections can be lost when best propagation loss values in
a convergence zone are not tested against sonobuoy FOM.
This can occur any time the index increment is greater than
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index increment size increases. Pd for single sonobuoy
contacts did not differ between increment sizes of one and
three, but varied from one to seven percent between increments
of one and ten. However, Pd for multiple simultaneous
contacts varied as much as 36 percent.
It was concluded that program run time could be decreased
significantly by increasing the index increment for the pro-
pagation loss profile vector. There would be a small cost
in required memory space and a loss in Pd for single and
multiple simultaneous contacts.
F. REPLACEMENT OF RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR SUBROUTINE
A small algorithm was placed in the TASDA program to
count the number of times the random number generator was
called for each program run. For the TASDA AC program, where
the number of submarine runs per probability calculation was
set to 100, the random number generator was used an average
of 450,000 times per program run. This average figure was
then used in the two programs, written to test run times
for straight execution of the random number generator and for
the execution with a subroutine call. The time for execution
of only the instructions was 19 seconds, while the execution
of the subroutine call plus the instructions was 47 seconds.
The two FORTRAN instructions required for the random number
generator were compiled into 15 machine instructions, the
subroutine compiled into 51 machine instructions, and each
subroutine call required five machine instructions; so, to
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replace the ten random number generator subroutine calls
with the random number generators, costs 49 additional
memory locations.
It was concluded that run time can be decreased by not
using the random number generator in a subroutine. Time
savings becomes a function of the user input of the number
of submarine runs used per probability calculation, and it
is significant for problems where 100 runs or more are
designated.
G. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON S0N0BU0Y AND RUN DEVIATIONS
The program run set up for the statistical analysis
was a nuclear, transiting submarine, 15 knot speed, one
FOM = 75* threshold optimum and propagation loss formula} 250
runs per probability calculation. Program results are listed
in Tables V, VI, and VII. Three different geometries were
tested at a level of significance of 0.05. The null hypoth-
esis, that the means for Pd were equal for different con-
figurations, was rejected if the test statistic was greater
than K/.. s or 1.96. Test statistics are listed in Table 8.(1-ct)
There was no significant difference at 0.05 LOS for single
buoy Pd for programs run with both sonobuoy and run devia-
tions included and programs run with only run deviations
included. This was true for all three geometries. There
were significant differences for single buoy Pd between runs
with both sonobuoy and run deviations included and runs with
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TEST STATISTICS FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
CIFFERENCE IN MEANS EETkEEN TWO SETS
CF BINOMIAL D
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the three geometries when the testing was between runs with
both deviations in the program and only buoy deviations in
the program. For two geometries, single buoy Pds were
significantly different, but for the third geometry there
was no significant difference. There were significant
differences for Pds of simultaneous contact on two or more
sonobuoys, when buoy or run deviations were deleted from
the program.
Figures 1, 2, 3» and 4 illustrate examples of (a) no
significant difference for single buoy Pd when sonobuoy
deviations were deleted; (b) no significant difference for
single buoy Pd when run deviations were deleted; (c) signi-
ficant difference for single buoy Pd when run deviations were
deleted; (d) significant difference for multiple buoy Pd
when buoy deviations were deleted. These graphs begin on
page 57.
Program run times for the four configurations were as
follows: buoy and run deviations in, two minutes 5^ seconds;
only buoy deviations, two minutes 27 seconds; only run devia-
tions, one minute 53 seconds; buoy and run deviations deleted,
one minute 16 seconds.
It was concluded that, on this preliminary analysis, pro-
gram run time could be reduced approximately 35 percent by
removing sonobuoy uncertainties from the program, and this
would not significantly change the results of single sonobuoy
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would be significantly altered. Removal of run uncertain-
ties, or both buoy and run uncertainties, would significantly
change program results, although run time economies could be
realized.
H. REINITIALIZATION OF RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR SEED
1 . Seed Reinitialization
Two complete TASDA AC program runs were made — one
with seed reinitialization and one without — to test run
time, program size and solution results. Program setup was
as follows: nuclear transiting submarine, speed 15 knots,
FOM = 75a threshold optimum, propagation loss formula and
100 runs per probability calculation. Results are listed
in Table 9« There was no increase in program size, because
only the place in the program where the seed was initialized
was changed. Seed initialization was moved from the main
program where it was done only once to the subroutine, TRSH,
where the seed would be reinitialized prior to each call on
subroutine, PROB.
Program run times were not compared because the pro-
gram with seed reinitialization tested five more sonobuoy
spacings for Pd than the program without reinitialization.
Using the same statistical test as described in Chapter III.,
Section H, program solution results were significantly dif-
ferent at a 95 percent level of confidence for two of the
five geometries tested. It was concluded the 100 runs per
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would be no significant differences between program results
for runs with and without seed reinitialization.
2. Storage of Submarine Track and FOM Values
One TASDA AC program run was made, using the iden-
tical program set up which was utilized for the seed reini-
tialization program. Program results were the same as the
seed reinitialization program. This was expected, because
identical inputs and random number values were used. The
only difference in the programs was that one recalculated
track and FOM values for Pd calculations, while the other
program stored the original values and then retrieved them
for each Pd calculation. The stored value program run time
was 48 seconds and the reinitialized seed program run time
was 66 seconds. The program which utilized the stored
track and FOM values required 2000 additional words of core
memory. There was a requirement for 20 extra words of
computer memory for each submarine run used in Pd calcula-
tions. The 20 locations included 16 for FOM values for each
sonobuoy, two for the X and Y coordinates of the submarine's
original position and two for sine and cosine values of the
submarine's course. It was concluded that a substantial
amount of run time could be saved by storing submarine track
values and FOM values for each sonobuoy, but this would be
at the expense of using additional core memory.
I. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The equation discussed in Chapter III, Section J,




the number of submarine runs required to obtain statistical
accuracy for given confidence levels and allowable percen-
tages of error. Since the true Pd is never known, the most
conservative measure for calculating N was used. By setting
p equal to .5, the maximum value of —2. was obtained. If
the value, 1-p, becomes greater than p, the criterion for
p would be changed; i.e., p would be set equal to proba-
bility of no detection; so that value -=^ - would remain less
than one. The solutions for four sets of values for 1-a
and e were then computed. These were as follows:
1-a = .95 K (1_a)
= 1.96
e = .05 Result N = 1537
1-a = .95 K
(]__a)
= 1.96
e = .10 Result N = 376
1-a = .90 K, n v = 1.645(1-a)
e = .10 Result N = 270
1-a = .90 K,.. v = 1.645(1-a)
e = .15 Result N = 120
The above results were the most conservative, no matter
what the true value of p. Stated in another way, if in fact
the true value for p was equal to .80 and a ten percent
error were allowed, then for 270 submarine runs used to
determine a Pd, one could be 90 percent confident that the
solution would be between .72 and .88. However, the user
never knows the true Pd, but only the sample Pd from the
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program solution; so, using the sample result, the following
could be concluded:
Let the sample solution equal .75. It was known for
270 runs that, at a 90 percent confidence level, .75 is
within ten percent of the true Pd or p-.lOx p <_ .75 < p + .10p
Solving for p, it is determined that the true value for p
would lie within the interval from .675 to .825. Since the
270 runs were based on a p equal to .50, and the worst case
was p equal .67, the error percent could be readjusted by
replugging the equation with the values 270 = ( ) x ^-^y
or e = .071 > which implies for 270 runs the true p lies in
the interval .695 to .80 for the stated confidence level of
.90.
It should be observed that the number of runs in the
model used, is more sensitive to changes in the percent of
allowable error than to the confidence level. The reason
for this was the percent allowable error values were normally
chosen in a region of 10~
,
while the z values were on a
scale of 10
,
thus the squared value of e has a magnitude
greater change than the squared value of K/, x.
J. THE SEARCH ALGORITHM
The search algorithm used in TASDA, as described in
Appendix II, appeared to have a weakness in its logic. After
a Pd has been calculated for the first sonobuoy spacing, the
spacing is always increased for the next Pd calculation, and
will continue to be increased for successive Pd calculations,
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until either Pd decreases or the spacing limit is reached.
If the Pd decreases, for the second calculation, then the
spacing is reduced to less than that of the original spacing,
and subsequent spacings will be made smaller, until Pd
decreases or other stopping criteria are met. During actual
program operation, if the second Pd calculation was greater
than the first, and the third Pd calculation was smaller than
the second, search stop criteria would be met; and the second
sonobuoy spacing would be selected as the optimum spacing
for the current geometry. Thus, there was no Pd calculation
made for a spacing which was less than the original spacing.
On two occasions, during program execution, a smaller spacing
than the original one would have yielded a much higher Pd,
if it had been tested; but a search stop criterion was met
first. These results were confirmed by forcing a smaller
spacing on the search algorithm with identical program setup.
If real world Pd versus sonobuoy spacing was a unimodal
function, the above mentioned weakness of the search algorithm
could still be displayed because of the relatively small
number of submarine runs used for each Pd calculation.
Therefore, although the search algorithm was designed to
locate an optimum Pd and to start with a best guess spacing,
this model can be trapped into finding a suboptimal Pd and
sonobuoy spacing; because, under certain conditions, testing




A. REPLACE PROB AND PROBF
The two subroutines, PROB and PROBF, should be replaced
in the current TASDA MOD III program by the modified PROB
subroutine. The savings in time and core memory for the
full information program far overshadow the small loss in
program run time by the elimination of PROBF, which only
yields limited information.
B. ELIMINATION OF PROVISIONS
For a TASDA program designed for real time in flight
operation, the provisions for sonobuoy monitoring cycles
and multiple FOM capability should be eliminated from the
program to reduce program size. Further investigation is
necessary to determine the need for the snorkel cycle option,
because of the many third power countries in the world
which can pose a conventional submarine threat.
C. INCREASED TIME INCREMENT
The time increment in the current TASDA MOD III program
should be increased to ten or 12 minutes to take advantage
of program run time savings. However, if short snorkel
cycles or sonobuoy monitoring cycles are going to be used
for a given program run, the time increment should be smaller
than the minimum cycle time; so that cycles are not overstepped.
For the aircraft version of TASDA, where sonobuoy monitoring
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cycles and snorkel cycles are deleted from the program, the
time increment should be made a function of submarine speed.
However, further investigation is needed to determine the
best step distance increment to use as a multiplier in the
suggested equation.
D. PROPAGATION LOSS VECTOR INDEX INCREMENT
The propagation loss vector index increment should be
increased in the current TASDA program and in any subsequent
flying version. The time savings are sufficient to make the
decrease in Pd values worthwhile. More investigation in
the area is required to determine the amount the increment
should be increased for the optimum trade-off between Pd
loss and decreased program run time. However, index incre-
ment values of three or four would be safe where oceanographic
conditions are not expected to include very small convergence
zones.
E. REPLACEMENT OF RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR SUBROUTINE
The random number generator should be deleted as a sub-
routine, and incorporated into TASDA as an algorithm at each
position where the calls to the random number generator sub-
routine now exist. The saving in program run time is large
enough to justify the added memory space required.
P. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON SONOBUOY AND RUN DEVIATIONS
Although a time savings can be realized without signifi-
cantly changing program results by deleting the sonobuoy
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uncertainties, there is a need for further investigation in
this area prior to taking such action. The investigation
completed was preliminary and the standard deviation value
input for the buoys was neither questioned nor altered;
so, without further testing, it appears inadvisable to
remove this element from the program.
G. SEED REINITIALIZATION
The random number generator seed should be reinitialized
prior to each call on the subroutine PROB or the PROB sub-
routine should be rewritten to include storage of submarine
track and FOM values. For seed reinitialization, there is
no additional memory space required and little run time will
be added to the TASDA MOD III or TASDA AC programs. For
track and FOM storage, substantial run time savings can be
realized if core storage is available . Either method will
ensure the best program solutions are obtained for the
submarine tracks generated.
H. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Users of the TASDA program should be made aware of the
consequences of using too few submarine runs per probability
calculation in order to save computer run time. Knowledge
of the confidence level and percent error realized for a
given number of submarine runs will assist the user in




I. THE SEARCH ALGORITHM
There is a need to correct the weakness in the search
algorithm. Too often, the conditions were met which cause
the algorithm to terminate prior to searching a spacing
less than the original spacing when the optimum spacing was




SONOBUOY SPACING AND GEOMETRY LOCATION IN TASDA
Sonobuoy geometries are predetermined patterns which are
input to the TASDA program in a specified manner. Presently,
the program is limited to 16 sonobuoys for any one geometry.
Before describing how ultimate spacing is obtained for any
one geometry, several word definitions are necessary.
Grid : A cartesian (rectangular) coordinate system
having dimensionless units with its origin at the point (0,0)
Each sonobuoy position in a geometry is designated by an X
and a Y coordinate value in grid units which positively
locates the sonobuoy relative to the origin.
Spacing grid parameter : A predetermined value for each
geometry which is a geometry input. This value is used as
one of the factors in obtaining an initial spacing ratio.
The spacing grid parameter is based on a nominal real world
spacing of a given sonobuoy geometry and an average size
search area. Two spacing grid parameters can be used for
a given geometry. If the geometry is used for detection of
both transiting and holding submarines, then two values
would be placed in the geometry input data. Program words
for these parameters are: SPGRT, spacing grid parameter
transiting; SPGRH, spacing grid parameter holding.
Spacing grid increment parameter : A predetermined value
for each geometry based on the value of the spacing grid
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parameter. This value is used to calculate the initial
increment for changing the spacing ratio when the program is
using the search routine to obtain an optimal sonobuoy
spacing. Two spacing grid increment parameters are input
with the geometry data whenever the geometry is used for
detection of both transiting and holding submarines. Pro-
gram words for these parameters are: SPIGRT, spacing grid
increment parameter transiting; SPIGRH, spacing grid increment
parameter holding.
Spacing ratio : This value is somewhat a misnomer, since
it is the product of two values and is used as the multiplier
of grid units to convert them to nautical miles. The spacing
ratio is initially computed by multiplying the spacing grid
parameter by the approximate radius of the operating area.
It may be considered the ratio of the geometry measured in
nautical miles to the geometry measured in grid units. The
initial value of the spacing ratio is incrementally changed
by the spacing increment during the program, in order to
achieve a spacing within the sonobuoy geometry which yields
either an optimum probability of detection or a probability
of detection which exceeds a threshold input by the user.
The program word for spacing ratio is SP(i). This, being
a vector of six words, in order to accommodate up to six
different figures of merit.
Maximum spacing ratio : (SPMAX) This value is the
maximum spacing ratio allowed for a given geometry. It is
determined by dividing the maximum radio range in nautical
miles by the geometry radius in grid units.
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Minimum spacing ratio : (SPMIN) This value is the
minimum allowable spacing ratio for a given geometry. It
is determined by dividing a spacing granularity factor
measured in nautical miles by the spacing in grid units
between the first and second sonobuoy of the selected
geometry.
The basic idea behind calculating the spacing for sono-
buoy geometries is to obtain a spacing which yields an op-
timal probability of submarine detection in a minimum amount
of program run time. To accomplish the above task, a good
first guess of spacing is necessary in order to minimize the
number of spacings to be tested for a given geometry. This
is done by adjusting what is normally considered the best
buoy spacing for the geometry. This adjustment is made based
on the size of the operating area which is an input by the
user. For example, if the nominal sonobuoy spacing of a
particular pattern is 30 nautical miles when given a large
search area, it is logical to assume that, given a confined
search area, a smaller spacing between buoys would produce
better results.
In actual program operation, the initial spacing ratio
is determined as follows:
For transiting submarine problems, the user inputs eight
coordinate positions in nautical miles, based on a cartesian
coordinate system. Four coordinates labeled XS1, XS2, YS1,
YS2, determine the starting rectangle for the submarine and
four coordinates determine the finishing rectangle for the
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submarine. The program calculates the greatest X distance
and the greatest Y distance for the input operating area.
The approximate radius of the operating area is then determined
to be 0.5 times the maximum of the X and Y distances. For
the frontal coverage problem, the approximate radius is 0.5
times the frontal coverage distance. For holding submarines,
approximate area radius is defined as 0.5 times the largest
side of the submarine's initial starting rectangle, plus the
distance the submarine will move prior to the arrival of the
aircraft on station, plus the maximum distance the submarine
can move. This maximum distance is a user controlled input
parameter to the program.
The approximate area radius, labeled CDX in the program,
represents area size. This is multiplied by the spacing
grid parameter, representing nominal buoy spacing for a
given geometry, to produce the initial spacing ratio. The
initial calculated spacing ratio is then used as a multiplier
of X and Y buoy coordinates in grid units to convert the
coordinate to nautical mile units. The equations below are
listed to indicate how grid units are transformed to nautical
miles.
SP(nautical miles) = CDX (nautical miles) x
SPGRT (dimensionless)
Equation for the derivation of spacing ratio by definition,
qp ^,„f n-„oi -.-i-i^eO- (X,Y coordinate positions) (naut. mileor (.nautical milesj= /v w ti r— — . , . n—
7




X,Y coordinate position (nautical miles) =
SP (nautical miles) x (X,Y coordinate positions) (grid units)
The program assumes that the coordinate systems origins
for the sonobuoy geometry and the submarine operating area
are the same. To ensure that the sonobuoy geometry is lo-
cated at the center of the operating area, operating area
coordinates input by the user must be arranged in such a
manner that the geometric center of the input area coincides
with the 0,0 position or origin. This avoids additional
program logic to compute area center and, either relocate
all buoy positions to correspond to it, or relocate area





DOCUMENTATION OF SEARCH ALGORITHM
To ensure there was no misunderstanding, Appendix B is




This subroutine finds a spacing-ratio for which the corres-
ponding optimizing variable(s) either exceeds the threshold
or is sufficiently close to the optimum value. Given a
spacing ratio SP and a set of buoy coordinates (KSB(I),
KYB(I)) (1=1,2, ..., NB) expressed in grid units, the buoy
coordinates in nautical miles are (SP*KXB(I), SP*KYB(I)).
The values of spacing-ratio to be tested must lie in the
interval SPMIN<SP<SPMAX. SPMIN and SPMAX were computed in
geometry selection.
A search algorithm is used to find the desired spacing ratio
This algorithm computes the optimizing variable (s) for a
sequence of spacing ratios SP~ , SP-, , ..., SP . The next
spacing ratio SP ., is determined from values of SP.(l<i<n)
and from optimizing variable(s) values computed at these
points.
o
Naval Air Development Center, Functional Specification,
TASDA III, Program for Optimal Geometric Selection
, pp
.




If the variable to be optimized is the default variable, the
speeded up probability calculations are used; otherwise, the
complete set of probability calculations are done. The proba-
bility subroutines compute probabilities for several figures-
of-merit simultaneously; the time required for computing
several probabilities is only slightly greater than the time
required for computing one probability. Thus a considerable
savings can be realized if the search algorithm is performed
in parallel as much as possible for the input figures-of-
merit.
The set of figures-of-merit is partitioned into subsets; in
the course of the search algorithm the same sequence of
spacing ratios applies to all figure-of-merit in a subset.
If the search algorithm specified different values of SP ,
for different figures-of-merit in a subset, or if the search
algorithm terminates for some but not all figures-of-merit
in a subset, the subset must be split into two or more finer
subsets.
In solving the area maximization problem this subroutine is
used to find threshold or optimum optimizing variable (s),
where the submarine traverses an area specified by the input
coverage dimension. This subroutine is used repeatedly
until the maximum acceptable coverage dimension is found.
Thus at the subroutine entry point the set of figures-of-
merit may already have been partitioned due to differences




The subroutine inputs include the number, NFMS, of figure-of-
merit subsets, the indexes of the figures-of-merit in each
subset, the initial guesses SP(1), ..., SP(NPMS) of spacing
ratios for each of the subsets, and the initial spacing-
ratio increments (SPI(l), ..., SPI(NFMS). The search algo-
rithm is expressed in terms of state-transitions of the
states of the figure-of-merit subsets. In order to define
the states the following notation is adopted P(x) denote
a vector P-,(x), ..., PNpM (x) of the optimizing variable(s)
computed at spacing ratio x for the NFM figures-of-merit in




i=l, ..., NFM". The relations "P(x)<P(y)", "P(x)>P(y) n
,
and "P(x)>P(y) ,T are similarly defined. SP and SPI denote
values of spacing-ratio and spacing-ratio increment respec-
tively. SP is positive, and SPI may be positive or negative,
State - This is the initial state for all subsets. It de-
notes that no probability calculations have been performed.
State 1 - Probability values P(SP) for a single spacing-
ratio have been obtained.
State 2 - All optimizing variable (s) computed thus far have
increased monotonically with increasing or decreasing




State 3 - An approximation to the optimum spacing-ratio has
been made to within SPI. Three vectors are available satis-
fying the relation P(SP-SPI)£P(SP)_>P(SP+SPI) .
State 4 - The first of two steps in improving the approxima-
tion to the optimum spacing has been performed. Three
vectors are available satisfying the relation P(SP-SPI)<_
P(SP)_>P(SP+2*SPI) . The 2nd step is the computation at
SP+SPI.
State 5 - All optimizing variables calculated thus far have
increased monotonically with increasing or decreasing
spacing-ratio, and the most recent spacing-ratio is very
close to SPMIN or SPMAX. P(SP) <P(SP+2SPI) , and either
SP+3*SPI>SPMAX or SP3*SPI<SPMIN.
State 6 - All optimizing variables calculated thus far have
increased monotonically with increasing or decreasing
spacing-ratio, and the distance between the most recent
spacing-ratio and one of the limits (SPMIN or SPMAX) was
SPIbetween
—
^— and SPI. The value of SPI was accordingly
changed such that SP+SPI equals the near limit. The vector
P(SP) remains available.
State 7 - This state is used by the FORTRAN version, but is
not needed to define the algorithm.




State 9 - A stopping criterion has been met. The optimizing
variables P(SP) do not exceed the threshold but are considered
optimal.
Two stopping criteria are applied. The spacing-ratio is cut
down in size after reaching states 3 5 5> and 6. A flag
denoted by LIM is set to record that state 5 or 6 has been
reached. The granularity criterion is simply the test of
whether |SPI |<SPMIN.
In state 3 a local maximum has been found. For this state
an additional criterion for stopping, called the optimum
criterion , is whether the interpolated maximum optimizing
variable exceeds P(SP) by a significant amount; the inter-
polated maximum is the maximum of the parabola through the
points (SP-SPI, P(SP-SPI)), (SP,P(SP)), (SP+SPI,P(SP+SPI) )
.
Upon entry to the subroutine, set the LIM flag to OFF and
assign the state for all subsets; the subsets are indexed
1, 2, ..., NFMS . Store the input seed for the random number
generator into ISEED(l). Starting with subset number 1
execute the search algorithm until its state is 8 or 9. Do
the same for sets 2, ..., NFMS. Note that during this
process the value of NFMS increases in general due to subset
refinement
.
The processing for subset M sometimes requires initialization
if LPT equals 3 (the area maximization problem). The coverage
dimension for subset M is not necessarily equal to the
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coverage dimension for subset M-l; the coordinates of the
starting rectangle (and for transiting motion the ending
rectangle) must be redefined if the area problem is still
not solved for subset M. The value (LAS(M)) of the area
status for subset M is an input to this subroutine and
indicates whether or not the problem is solved. If LAS(M)




for transiting submarines, and
XS1=YS1=-CDD(M)+DF+DISMAX
XS2=YS2=CDD(M)-DF-DISMAX
for holding submarines; CDD(M) is the coverage dimension for
subset M; DF is computed during initial processing; and
DISMAX is a control input.
Each iteration of the search algorithm is defined by the
following steps. The iteration is repeated for subset M
until it reaches state 8 or 9. Some of the tests cause
subset refinement when opposite results occur for at least
two figures-of-merit in the subset. When refinement occurs,
NFMS is incremented by 1, and the newest subset has index
NFMS. The details of the refinement subroutine are desribed
later. NFM denotes the number of figures-of-merit in subset
M and LS(M) denotes the state of subset M.
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o If LIM(M) is ON or if LS(M)=3, test the granularity
criterion.
If |SPI(M) |<SPMIN, set LS(M)=9
o If LS(M)=3» test the optimum criterion (via the refine-










If (Di-F i )
2£PSDIF(2Ei-Di-Fi ) , the criterion is satisfied;
PSDIF is one of the built-in inputs.
If the criterion was satisfied for set M, set LS(M)=9»
and test for refinement; if refinement occurred, set
LS(NFMS)=3. If the criterion was not satisfied and
refinement occurred, set LS(NFMS)=9.
o If LS(M)=0, test whether SP is within limits.
If SP>SPMAX, set SP=SPMAX. If SP<SPMIN, set SP=SPMIN.
In either case, store the random number generator seed,
JJN, into ISEED(M)
.
o If LS(M)=1, test whether SP+SPI is within limits. If
not, invert the sign of SPI and test again. If SP+SPI
is still not within limits, reduce SPI by half and test
again. Continue cutting SPI in half until SPMIN<_SP+SPI<_
SPMAX is satisfied.
o If LS(M)=2, test whether SP+SPI is within limits. If
not, either SP+SPI>SPMAX or SP+SPKSPMIN. Assume the
first case; the rule for the lower limit is symmetric.
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If SP+^|^>SPMAX, redefine SPI to be -h times it current
cp+cpj




o If LS(M)<_6 compute probabilities. Collect NFM figures-








The figures-of-merit, buoy coordinates and random number
generator seed are inputs to the probability subroutines.
If the optimizing variable is the default variable, set
JJNSAV=JJN and call the speeded up probability subroutine
to calculate and save the value of AK1 for each figure-
of-merit. Otherwise, use the full blown probability
subroutine to calculate probabilities and save values
AK1, AK2, AK3, TDM, HTM1, HTM2 , and HTM3 for each of the
figures-of-merit.
Compare P(XSP) against the threshold (via the refinement
subroutine). If the optimizing variables in set M
exceed the threshold, set LS(M)=8, SP(M)=XSP and ISEED(M)=
JJNSAV. If no refinement occurred, this iteration of the
search algorithm is terminated. Otherwise, it continues
for set Ml where M1=NFMS. If the optimizing variables do
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not exceed the threshold, set M1=M. If refinement
occurred, set LS(NFMS)=8, SP(NFMS)=XSP and
ISEED(NPMS)=JJNSAV.
o If LS(M1)=0, set LS(M1)=1
o If 1<LS(M1)<6, compare P(SP+SPI) with P(SP) (via the
refinement subroutine). Update LS, SP, and SPI according
to the following table for set Ml. The updated values of
SP and SPI are expressed in terms of values of SP and SPI
at the beginning of this step. If refinement occurred,
the results of the comparison for subset NFMS is opposite
the result for subset Ml, update LS, SP, and SPI for
subset NFMS using the opposite side of the table.
10.0 REFINEMENT (REFN)
A test performed on a subset of figures-of-merit may produce
opposite results for two or more elements of the subset. If
so, it is necessary to refine the figure-of-merit partitioning
by removing one or more figures-of-merit from the given subset
and creating a new subset. The tests are two-valued:
(1) "does the optimizing variable value exceed a threshold?"
(2) "does the optimizing variable value at one spacing exceed
the optimizing variable value at another spacing?" (3) given
the 2 adjacent optimizing variable values, is the center value
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The inputs to this subroutine are the figure-of-merit sub-
set, the number, NFMS, of figure-of-rnerit subsets, an indi-
cation of which test to perform, indication of which
variable(s) are being optimized, and sufficient data to
perform the tests. The tests mentioned above are described
in detail in the threshold-optimum section.
Since there is a choice of several variables or combinations
of variables to optimize, the subroutine must determine
which one(s) and store their values for use in the tests.
If two variables are to be optimized they must be weighted
and combined prior to storing their values.
The figure-of-merit indexes in the given subset are I-., Ip,
..., IWTaM . Perform the test for figure-of-merit I ; the
' NFM ° 1
result of this test defines the result for the given subset,
and I., automatically remains in the subset. Repeat the test
for I , ..., LTnM . If the result for I. is the same as the2» 5 NFM j
result for I.,, I. remains in the subset; otherwise I. is
entered into the new subset numbered NFMS. Maintain counts:
the number, (Ml), of figures-of-merit remaining in the current
set and the number NA of figures-of-merit in subset NFMS.
After testing all of the figures-of-merit in the given
subset the count NA indicates whether or not a new subset
was created. If NA=0, the execution of this subroutine is
terminated. Otherwise the following pertinent threshold-
optimization data defined for the given subset must be copied
for the new subset.
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SP - the current spacing-ratio
SPI - the current spacing-ratio increment
LIM - an indication of whether state 5 or 6 has been
reached
ISEED - the current stored value of the random number
generator seed.
Area - maximization data must also be copied
SPO - the best spacing for coverage yielding sub-
threshold values
SPI - a spacing for coverage yielding threshold
values
CD - the approximation of the optimal coverage
dimension for the current geometry
CD1 - the best coverage dimension found for previous
geometries
CDI - the current increment of coverage dimension
CDD - the coverage dimension being tested
LAS - the area-maximization state
LFA - an indication of whether an area limit was
reached






There were many changes to the TASDA Mod III program in
order to speed up program run time and/or to reduce program
size. Significant changes to the program, except for
removal of the provisions for snorkel submarine cycles,
sonobuoy monitoring cycles and multiple FOM, are listed in
this appendix. Following the subroutine where the change
occurs, is listed the program to which it belongs.
A. PROB SUBROUTINE TASDA MOD III
In order to integrate the subroutines PROB and PROBF,
the following changes were made to subroutine PROB.
The two words, DSMALL and DLARGE, were dimensioned as
16 word vectors each. These vectors are set to a value
equal to the distance along the submarine's track where
first and final possible submarine detection can be acquired
for each sonobuoy.
The DIS = DISMAX statement immediately following the 28
CONTINUE statement was deleted, because DIS is set to a
different value later in the subroutine. After the state-
ment, BS = SIN(THPX), the short algorithm to compute the
run deviation was inserted in the program. This was moved
forward in the subroutine to obtain values which are neces-
sary in the PROBF portion of the subroutine. Two words,
DMAX and DMIN, were added to the program and initialized to
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worst values for later comparison testing. These words are
finally set to the values which indicate the distance along
the submarine's track where initial contact can be obtained
by a buoy in the geometry, DMIN, and where final contact can
be held by the last possible buoy which can gain detection,
DMAX. A program loop is then initiated to compute for each
sonobuoy the values for DSMALL and DLARGE. The algorithm to
compute sonobuoy deviations was inserted at the beginning of
the loop, followed by the computation of FOM for the currently
indexed buoy.
The two words, XDIS and YDIS, were introduced to eliminate
the repeated calculation of the statements XS-XB(K) and
YS-YB(K), which occur in PROBF. DISTQ was introduced to
eliminate extra calculations of the value,
(BS * XDIS - BX * YDIS) * * 2.
The loop for several FOM was eliminated, because this portion
of the program was set up to set track distance limits only
once for each buoy per submarine run. When the multiple FOM
option is being used, the largest FOM must be input first,
because the calculated distance along the submarine's track
where buoy to sub range is tested, then includes the dis-
tances generated for lesser figures-of-merit
.
The calculation of ANFM was changed to include the two
decibel increment which is used for an alerted operator.
This was to ensure the track length, along which buoy to




The same algorithm to compute DSMALL and DLARGE was used
as was programmed in PROBF, but these values are now stored
in a vector to be used later in the subroutine.
The GOTO 95 statement indicates no detection is possible
for the currently indexed buoy. In that case, the DLARGE
value for the buoy is set to a negative one, indicating the
buoy should not be tested for submarine detection later in
the subroutine.
The two statements, IF( DMAX.LT. DLARGE ( K) )DMAX=DLARGE(K)
and IF(DMIN.GT.DSMALL(K))DMIN=DSMALL(K) , set the limits along
the submarine's track where buoy to submarine distance is
tested. Outside these limits, there is no possibility of
detecting the submarine. This concluded the PROBF integration
into the subroutine.
The statement, DIS = DMAX - DMIN, was used to set the
distance over which buoys would be tested to be in contact
with the submarine. This distance is checked to be positive;
if it is negative, this indicates no possible detections on
the current submarine run; so the program returns to the
start of the next run.
The original PROB subroutine, from the 18 CONTINUE state-
ment on, was then used with only minor changes.
The words, DELTAD and DELDSN, were added. These are
used to increment DMIN in an algorithm to turn buoys on and
off. DMIN, which is originally set to the distance along
the submarine's track where initial detection can occur, is
compared to DSMALL and DLARGE for each buoy at each increment
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along the submarine's track. If DMIN is less than DSMALL,
it indicates the submarine has not reached the detection
range of that buoy; so no testing is done and the next buoy
is checked. If DMIN is greater than DLARGE, it indicates the
submarine has passed beyond range of the buoy for this run.
DLARGE then is set to negative one; so the buoy will no
longer be tested during the current submarine run. This
algorithm was put in the program to eliminate the relatively
slow function of testing whether a buoy is in contact with
the submarine when no detection probability exists. The
statements, XS=XS+BCxDMIN and YS=YS+BSxDMIN, were put into
the subroutine to move the initial submarine position to
that point along its track where detection is first possible.
The words, ISTART and IFINISH, were used as the loop
control variables for the number of segments loop. This
was done to coordinate the submarine run time and its posi-
tion along its track with the same time and position generated
by the subroutine before modification. This was necessary
to ensure that the modifications to the subroutine did not
alter the final solution results. Results were different
when buoy monitoring cycles and submarine snorkel cycles
were utilized in program runs.
B. BLOCK DATA (TASDA AC)
Two new common areas were dimensioned: COMMON/B/ and
COMMON/C/. COMMON/B/ contains six words which are used in
connection with the generation of random numbers. JCOUNT
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is used as a tally to count the number of times the random
number generator is used during the course of a program run.
This is not essential to the program and should be removed,
if the program is used operationally. KKK is the constant
value, 999^7, which is utilized as a multiplier in the random
number generator of the IBM 360/67 computer. MYSEED and
NBSEED are dimensioned as original seed values for the random
number generator. They are set in the DATA statement to
1333567 and 356019j respectively. JJJ is used to store the
current seed value which changes for each new random number.
NBMAX is employed in an algorithm which ensures the random
numbers used for sonobuoy decibel deviations are the same
from geometry to geometry. It stores the value of the num-
ber of sonobuoys in the geometry which has the greatest
number of buoys. COMMON/C/ has one word, NSTEP . NSTEP is
used as the index increment value for the propagation loss
profile vector in the algorithm which determines that distance
where a sonobuoy can gain first contact on the submarine.
C. MAIN (TASDA AC)
Three read statements were added or altered. This was
done to give the programmer flexibility when exercising the
program. NRUNS was added to the first read statement. This
enables the programmer to read in the number of submarine
runs desired per probability calculation. The statement
READ(5,'998) STEPL, STEPB was added when the effect of the
time step on program run time was being tested. This is no
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longer needed in the program, because the time step was
made a function of submarine speed.
The statement READ(5,999)NSTEP was added to allow the
programmer to control the index increment for the propagation
loss profile vector.
The two statements, STEP=STEPL and IP (RUNT. GT. 5 . 0)STEP=STEPB,
were replaced by the statement, STEP=120 . 0/VEL, to make STEP
a function of submarine speed.
D. PROB SUBROUTINE (TASDA AC)
This subroutine is similar to the modified PROB subrou-
tine discussed in Section A of this appendix. After the
removal of provisions for snorkel cycles, sonobuoy monitoring
cycles, and multiple figures of merit, the following algorithms
were added. A short five instruction routine was inserted
just prior to calculating the deviation values for sonobuoys.
This algorithm advances the current seed value; so the buoy
deviations generated for each buoy in the current geometry
will be the same as those generated for buoys in other geom-
etries. The geometries are retrieved from the geometry file
in order, according to their number of sonobuoys. The geom-
etries with the most buoys are retrieved first. NBMAX is
set to the value representing the number of buoys in the first
geometry retrieved in subroutine GEOM. The difference be-
tween the number of sonobuoys in the current geometry and
the number of buoys in the first geometry is calculated.
If the difference is equal to zero, no action is taken. The
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number of random numbers generated for the current geometry
will be the same as the first geometry, because the seed was
reinitialized prior to the call on PROB . If there is a dif-
ference in the number of buoys for the two geometries, the
value of this difference is multiplied by 12. The product
represents the additional number of times the random number
generator would be called if the current geometry had as many
buoys as the largest geometry. The seed for the random
number generator is then multiplied by the constant value,
KKK, the number of times equal to the just found product.
This advances the seed to a value consistent with the value
used in the largest geometry.
The second algorithm introduced into the PROB subroutine
allowed a variable index increment to be designated for the
propagation loss profile vector. This algorithm begins with
the statement, NSUM=NSTEP. NSTEP is the user-controlled
input variable which designates the increment size. NSUB
replaces NSTEP within the algorithm, because its value is
changed. LSUB is set to NSUB minus one. It is used to reset
the distance value to one less than it was prior to being
decremented by the NSUB value when the POM first exceeds the
propagation loss value. If NSTEP is originally set to one,
LSUB is set to a negative value to indicate that further
testing at an NSTEP value of one is not necessary after the
POM first exceeds the propagation loss value. The propagation
loss profile index, NR, is then set to the number of propa-
gation loss values which have been input to the program.
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Next, the current figure of merit, ANFM, is tested to be
greater than or equal to the propagation loss vector value,
PLC(NR). If this is false, NR is decremented by NSUB, and
the test is made again. This continues until the test is
true or NR becomes negative. If a successful test is made,
the value of NSUB is tested to be equal to one. If NSUB
equals one, the algorithm is exited and the value in NR
equals the maximum distance from the current sonobuoy where
a submarine detection can occur. If NSUB is not equal to
one, it is set equal to one, NR is reset to a value of one
less than it was for the last unsuccessful FOM, propagation
loss test. Testing of FOM and propagation loss is then
resumed with an index increment of one. If, during the
original testing, NR becomes negative, it indicates there
are no propagation loss values less than current buoy FOM.
However, if the increment NSUB is greater than one, the last
values of the propagation loss profile have been bypassed;
so NSUB is set to one, NR is increased by LSUB and testing
resumes. If NSUB goes negative again, it indicates no
possible detection can be made by the current buoy on the
present submarine run; so the program jumps to the point
where DLARGE is set for the current buoy to negative one to
indicate no possible detection.
E. TRSH SUBROUTINE (TASDA AC)
The two seed values, JJN and JJJ, were set to the original
seed values, MYSEED and NBSEED, just prior to the call en





DICTIONARY OF TASDA WORDS IN COMMON
AC - Dimensioned as a logical word, used in AMAX sub-
routine as flag, if set to true, the subroutine TRSH will
be called; if false, subroutine GEOM will be called.
AK1(6) - List of estimates of the probability of a single
submarine detection for each given figure of merit.
AK2(6) - List of estimates of the probability of two simul-
taneous submarine detections. See AK1
.
AK3(6) - List of estimates of the probability of three or
more simultaneous submarine detections.
ANPTS - Floating point equivalent of NPTS . See NPTS . Set
to NPTS in main program.
ANRUNS - Floating point equivalent of NRUNS. See NRUNS
.
Set to NRUNS in main program.
BAK1(6) - List of the optimum probability of detection values
for single sonobuoy detection. Used in OPUT for printout
variable. Contains PD1 value which is printed out for
each geometry. One value for each FOM.
BAK2(6) - List of probabilities of two simultaneous detec-
tions associated with the geometry spacing which yields
optimum single sonobuoy Pd. Used in OPUT as printout
variable
.






BHTM1(6)- List which contains the mean holding time values
of single sonobuoy detections. Set to HTM1 in OPUT for
final printout values.
BHTM2(6)- List which contains the mean holding time values
for two simultaneous sonobuoy detections. See BHTM1
.
BHTM3(6)- List which contains the mean holding time values
for three or more simultaneous detections. See BHTM1.
BSPF(6) - List of sonobuoy spacings assocaited with the
calculated optimum Pd for each geometry. Set to SP x
BUOYSP in OPUT. Used as spacing values which are printed
for each geometry.
BTDM(6) - List which contains the values for mean time to
first sonobuoy detection. Set in OPUT to TDM for final
printout values for each geometry.
BUOYSP - Distance between first and second buoy of any
geometry. Used to calculate minimum buoy spacing for
given geometry.
C(l6) - List of distances between submarine and each buoy









C changes each time submarine advanced 1 segment.
CD(6) - Coverage dimension used in area maximization to
determine optimum size search area. Area will equal
square with sides equal to 2 x CD.
CD1(6) - The best coverage dimension found for previously





CDD(6) - The coverage dimension currently being tested.
See CD. List is for different figures of merit.
CDI(6) - Current increment of coverage dimension. List is
for different figures of merit.
CDIO - Initial coverage dimension increment. Program
controlled input parameter set to 25 in lab program.
CDMAX - Maximum coverage dimension; range 100 to 500 miles
with 10 mile accuracy. Program controlled input param-
eter; set to 150 miles in lab program.
CDMIN - Minimum coverage dimension; range 5 to 50 miles
with one mile accuracy. Program controlled input param-
eter set to 10 miles in lab program.
CDO - Initial coverage dimension; range from 25 to 150
miles. Program controlled input parameter set to 100 in
lab program.
CDX - Approximate coverage dimension. Initially set in
MAIN program, depending on the type of submarine input
to program.
DF - Distance moved by target from starting coordinates
before aircraft arrives on station.
DIRMAX - Maximum bearing angle from to 360° in one degree
increments. Used as operator controlled input parameter
when target submarine is in holding type operations.





DISMAX - Maximum distance traveled by submarine from to
500 nautical miles in one mile increments when moving in
holding type operations. Operator controlled input
parameter.
FM(6) - List containing figure of merit values. Operator
controlled input parameter. High figure of merit corre-
sponds to more easily detected submarine noise.
FM1 - Value of base figure of merit. Entered in program
as user controlled input variable.
FMD(6) - Figure of merit differences; if greater than one
figure of merit subset, DB difference is computed for
each subset from base figure of merit. FM1 used in TRSH.
FMDB(l6)- Figure of merit deviation for each buoy computed as
a random normal deviation about a mean of zero and a
standard deviation equal to SIGB.
FMDR - Figure of merit deviation for each run. Computed
in same manner as FMDB.
FMF(l6) - Final figure of merit calculated for each buoy in
a pattern. Calculation takes place in PROB subroutine
and equals FM + FMDB () + FMDR.
FM0T(6) - Figure of merit for printout when area maximization
option used. Vector of six possible values set in AMAX
subroutine
.
GEOEND - Logical word, used in determining if all applicable
geometries for submarine type and operation mode have




HOLDl(6)- Dimensioned as list of logical v;ords. Used in
PROB as flag to indicate at least one sonobuoy is holding
contact with the submarine at current submarine position
for POM as indexed.
H0LD2(6)- See H0LD1. Flag indicates two or more sonobuoys
are holding contact.
HOLD3(6)- See H0LD1 . Flag indicates three or more sonobuoys
are holding contact.
HT1(6,6)- Mean holding time for single sonobuoy detections.
Used as part of search algorithm to store up to six
different times corresponding to different buoy spacings
for up to six different FOM.
HT2(6,6)- Mean holding time for two or more simultaneous
sonobuoy detections. See HT1
.
HT3(6,6)- Mean holding time for three or more simultaneous
sonobuoy detections. See HT1
HTM1(6) - List of sample mean holding times of single detec-
tions for each figure of merit (up to 6).
HTM2(6) - List of sample mean holding times of two simulta-
neous detections. See HTML
HTM3(6) - List of sample mean holding time of three simul-
taneous detections. See HTML
IB1 - Used as pointer or index to obtain the X and Y
coordinates of the first sonobuoy in a geometry.
ICHAN - Set to 1/4 the number of monitoring channels




ICON - Dimensioned in data statement to (HC). Used
in printout to indicate high confidence for mean time to
detection.
IDENT(4,40) - Geometry identification code. One for each
sonobuoy geometry. Alphanumeric charcters designating
each geometry or pattern. Geometry data input parameter.
IDT(12) - Tactics identification. No longer used in
TASDA MOD III.
IGE - Total number of geometries index. Set in INDAT
subroutine to the number of geometries read into program.
Used also as geometry index and set to geometry being
tested or next geometry to be tested.
IGEA(6) - The index of the geometry yielding the best
coverage used in area maximization subroutine.
IGFLG - Flag used in GEOM subroutine to indicate
whether or not the geometry index has been chosen. If
it equals two, index has been chosen; skip algorithm
to find index. Flag set in TROP or AMAX prior to GEOM
call.
11(6) - Used as counting variable in PROB. Incremented
by one for each sonobuoy in contact with the submarine
at current submarine position for indexed FOM. Initialized
to zero after each submarine step.
INDALT(6) - Used to store time increment when submarine
contact last held, plus a set time. When the current
time increment exceeds the INDALT value, the FOM for
each sonobuoy is decreased by two, indicating the operator




IOFLG - Flag used in OPUT to determine which portion
of subroutine is to be exercised. IOFLG = 3 indicates
the set up part of OPUT is to be exercised; IOFLG = 1
indicates printout portion is to be exercised. Set in
TROP or AMAX prior to OPUT call.
IOUT - Flag used in OPUT to indicate which proba-
bility subroutine used, PROB or PROBF. IOUT = 1 indicates
PROBF used; so calculate extra data.
ISEED(6) - Set to current seed value of random number
generator prior to calls on PROBF. Seed restored to this
value in OPUT, if PROBF has been used.
ISPEED - Option variable: = Use slow method of
computation of probability of submarine detection (sub-
routine PROB); 1 = more rapid method. Use (subroutine
PROBF). Operator controlled input parameter.
ISTEP - Truncated integer value of STEP. Set in
MAIN to STEP.
ITM - Set to current M index value in OPUT to
indicate extra calculations completed for this M value.
Tested in AMAX to determine if extra calculations needed
in OPUT.
IZ0NE4( 4,200) - Array containing four buoy subsets of a
geometry. Each subset designates the monitoring sequence
of buoys if a four-channel processor is in use. Subsets
are identified by buoy position in a given geometry.





IZONEC(12,100) - Array containing twelve buoy subsets of a
geometry. See IZ0NE4
.
J - Common index value. Used throughout program.
JBU0Y(4l) - List which contains the positions of the
X and Y coordinates of the first buoy of i geometry in
the KXB and KYB lists, i.e., if JBU0Y(3) = 15, then the
X and Y coordinates of the first buoy of the third
geometry are located in KXB (15) KYB(15).
JCOUNT - Used as counter to determine number of calls
made on random number generator subroutine (RADN).
Sensitivity analysis aid.
JFMI(6,6) - Figure of merit index used in search algo-
rithm. Is used to keep track of which FOM the current
Pd and buoy spacing are associated. Initialized in
TROP and AMAX. Used in REFN
.
JJ1(6) - List of flags used in PROB. Initialized
to zero for each submarine run. Set to one to indicate
single sonobuoy contact made with submarine at indexed
FOM.
JJ2(6) - See JJl . Set to one to indicate two simul-
taneous sonobuoy contacts made on submarine during
current run.
JJ3(6) - See JJ1 . Set to one to indicate three or
more simultaneous sonobuoy contacts made on submarine
during current run.
JJN - Current seed value for random number generator
Initialized to original seed value at start of program.




JJNO - The original seed value for pseudo-random number
generator. NADC laboratory program uses 8063. Program
controlled input parameter.
JPL0T(4l) - List which contains the position of the first
character of the format statement for the i geometry.
Characters for format statements are in THE TABLE IPLOT.
See JBUOY.
JPM(6,6) - Spacing index used in search algorithm. Con-
tains values which associate buoy spacing to Pd and FOM.
Initialized in TROP or AMAX. Used in REFN.
JZONE(4l,3) - Array containing the positions of the first
four, eight, or 12 buoy zone of the i geometry; i.e.,
if JZONE(3,2) = five, then the first eight buoy zone of
the third geometry would start at IZONE8(5).
JZONEO - Index set to value which indicates the starting
position of the current geometry and buoy zone. Used
in GEOM to assist in setting up monitoring times of
sonobuoys
.
JZ0NE1 - Index set to value which indicates the last
position of the current geometry and buoy zone. Used in
GEOM to indicate the last buoy zone of the current geom-
etry has been reached.
JZ0NET(12) - Set to values of monitoring times for monitoring
zone of geometry in use for PRINTOUT. Used in OPUT.
K - Used as buoy coordinate index of current geometry
in probability calculations and used in REFN to associate




KGC(17>2,2) - Array for geometry classification. Contains
position in KGI where first applicable geometry index
is located KGC(A,B,C,) A = number of buoys in geometry,
B = type of submarine, C = submarine motion: i.e.,
KGC(8,1,1) = 16 would indicate for the first applicable
geometry having eight sonobuoys to be used against a
conventional-holding submarine would be found in KGI(l6).
KGI(99) - List containing indices of buoy geometries to
be used for given inputs.
KK - Index variable. Used in REFN to designate
probability of detection associated with latest buoy
spacing tested. KK index value set in TRSH or AMAX.
KKK - Constant used as a multiplier in random number
generator. Set to 999^7 for IBM 36O computer random
number generator. Program controlled input parameter.
KN - Equals the number of applicable buoy geometries
in current classification set. When not equal to zero,
II points to an applicable geometry index used to select
appropriate geometries.
K0N1 - Used as a constant equal to one. Set to one
in program initialization process.
K0N2 - See K0N1 . Set to two in data statement.
K0N3 - See K0N1 . Set to three in data statement.
KXB(480) - Array which contains the X coordinate of all
buoys of all geometries. Average of 12 buoys for 40
geometries. Index pointers are used to select first




KYB(480) - Array which contains the Y coordinate for all
buoys of all geometries. See KXB.
L - Index variable used for various indexing throughout
program.
LAS(6) - Contains value indicating current state of search
algorithm for area maximization problem. Vector used
for different FOM values.
LCON - Dimensioned in data statement to alphanumeric;
(LC). Used in printout to indicate low confidence.
LFA(6) - Flag indicating if coverage dimension is at limits.
Flag set if CDD = CDMIN or CDD - CDMAX. List is for
different figure of merit.
LIM(6) - Dimensioned to logical word. Used in search
algorithm to indicate lower or upper boundary of buoy
spacing has been reached. Vector for six different FOM.
LIM1 - Dimensioned to logical word. Used in search
algorithm to indicate lower or upper bound of the spacing
increment has been reached.
LPT - Option variable which determines problem type:
.. 1 = threshold PROB; 2 = spacing optimization; 3 = area
maximization. Operator controlled input parameter.
LS(6) - Indicates state of search algorithm. = initial;
1 = one set of runs made at original spacing; 2 = all
probabilities computed thus far monotonic increasing/
decreasing; 3 = approximate to optimum reached P(SP-SPI)




P(SP) = P(SP + 2SPI); 5 = same as two, but at minimum
or maximum limit; 6 = closer to limit; 8 = P > threshold;
9 = P meets stop criteria.
LSA(6) - Flag indicating whether most recently computed
statistics are to be saved. LSA = implies most recent
computed probabilities are greater than THRESH or greater
than all earlier probabilities; so save statistics.
List for different POM.
LT - Indicator value which determines which test is
conducted in REFN subroutine: LT = 1, threshold test;
LT = 2, comparison test; LT = 3» optimum test. Value
set in TRSH or AMAX prior to REFN call.
M - Index variable normally used to index the FOM
currently being looked at, but used throughout program
for many indices.
Ml - Index variable used in conjunction with M.
MAXB - Operator controlled input parameter. The maximum
number of sonobuoys allowed for a buoy pattern. Used in
determining which sonobuoy patterns will be tested.
Range from to 16 sonobuoys.
MCON - Dimensioned in data statement to (MC). Used in
printout to indicate medium confidence.
MFM - Operator controlled input parameter. Sets the
number of FOM inputs which program will use. Values




MINB - Operator controlled input parameter. Indicates
minimum number of sonobuoys allowed for a sonobuoy
pattern. See MAXB range from to 16 sonobuoys.
MN - Monitoring cycle indicator. Set in GEOM to indicate
whether there is continuous sonobuoy monitoring or a
monitoring schedule. MN = 2 indicates continuous moni-
toring; MN = indicates monitoring schedule.
MODE - Code word for type of submarine being searched.
= conventional; 1 = nuclear. Program input parameter.
M0N(l6) - Flag for each buoy in a geometry to indicate if
buoy is being monitored continuously or on a monitor
schedule. Continuous monitoring occurs when number of
channels is greater than number of buoys. MON set to 2
for continuous monitoring.
MYSEED - Random number generator seed. Equals 1333567.
NA - Used as flag indicator. Set in REFN to 1, if Pd
is greater than threshold, if current Pd is greater than
last Pd, or if optimum Pd has been found. Tested in
TRSH and AMAX.*
NB - Number of buoys in given sonobuoy pattern or geom-
etry. Geometry data input parameter used as index in
subroutine INDAT.
NCHAN - Operator controlled input parameter. Indicates
the number of processing channels available in aircraft.
Numbers 4, 8, 12, 16 are allowed. Used to determine





NDET - Dimensioned in data statement to (ND) . Used in
printout to indicate NO DETECTION.
NF(6) - Index relating POM to FOM subset; i.e., if six FOM
are inputs to program, the first three could be in
subset 1; so NF(1) = 1, NF(2) = 1, and NF(3) = 1.
NFD(6) - List containing the number of runs in which at
least one submarine detection occurred for each FOM.
Initialized to zero for each new geometry.
NFM - Number of FOM. See MFM.
NFMS - Number of FOM subsets. Used as index when calcu-
lating optimum spacing ratios for different FOM subsets.
NHOWMV - Input parameter denoting type of submarine movement;
1 = holding (on station); 2 = transiting; 3 = frontal
coverage
.
NHT1(6) - List of the number of single sonobuoy detections
for each FOM for a given geometry. Initialized to zero
for each new geometry.
NHT2(6) - List of the number of two simultaneous detections
on submarine for a given geometry. See NHT1.
NHT3(6) - List of the number of three simultaneous detections
on a submarine. See NHT1.
NNFD(6) - Printout variable used in OPUT set to LCON, MCON,
or ICON (low, medium, or high confidence), as tag to
mean time to first detection printout.
NOW(400,l6) - Flag for each buoy for each segment of a run
to determine whether buoy is being monitored. = no-




NPLIND - Code word which denotes how propagation loss
profile is obtained for program. = formula, 1 = use
of actual propagation loss data. Operator controlled
input parameter.
NPMAX - Maximum number of characters in geometry plot
statement. Set 160 in INDAT subroutine (not used unless
desire printout of what geometries look like).
NPTS - Operator controlled input parameter designates
the number of values input from propagation loss program
from 1 to 205.
NRUNS - Input variable determines the number of submarine
runs for each probability calculation. Program controlled
input parameter. Set to 10 for NADC laboratory program.
NSEGMX - Maximum number of segments a submarine can move
for given input parameters; if greater than NSGMAX, see
NSGMAX, then program aborts and abort alert is displayed.
NSGMAX - Maximum number of segments submarine is allowed
to move in any run. Used as comparison for abort
criteria. Abort if calculated number of segments greater
than NSGMAX. Program controlled input parameter set
to 400.
Pl(6,6) - Used in search algorithm to contain Pd values for
up to six different sonobuoy spacings for six different
FOM indexing scheme of search algorithm. Keeps track
of^greatest value for choosing best spacings. Used




P2(6,6) - See PI. Contains Pd of two simultaneous detections
associated with indices of PI.
P3(6,6) - See PI. Contains Pd of three or more simultaneous
detections associated with indices of PI.
PI - Mathematical constant. PI = 3.1^1592654.
Program controlled input parameter.
PL(l6) - List of propagation losses corresponding to sono-
buoy submarine detection for each sonobuoy for current
submarine position. If NPLIND = 1, it indicates formula
used: PL(K) = 17 LOG 1Q (C(K))+ 66.
PLC (205) - Array containing values of propagation loss.
Computed by propagation loss program. Used to compute
the maximum distance from a submarine in which a sonobuoy
can detect the submarine.
PSDIF - Probability stop difference. Program controlled
input parameter used to stop search for solution on
given sonobuoy pattern. Stops search when estimated
maximum probability and the largest value found are
less than PSDIF. Range to .2; set to .08 in laboratory
program.
RADIUS(40)- Sonobuoy geometry radius equals distance from
geometry origin to most distant sonobuoy in pattern.
Geometry data input parameter.
RFRNGE - Radio frequency range of sonobuoys from 50
to 250 miles. Used to compute maximum spacing between





SIGB - Standard deviation of normal distribution for
minimum detectable submarine noise by a sonobuoy.
Program controlled input parameter.
SIGR - Standard deviation of normal distribution for
minimum detectable submarine noise for each submarine
run. (Run Increment)
SP(6) - Spacing ratio list of spacing ratios for each
FOM. Used to convert X and Y buoy coordinates in grid
units to coordinates in nautical miles. Threshold sub-
routine finds SP for which detection probability exceeds
an input value
.
SP1(6) - The spacing ratio corresponding to the best
coverage dimension found thus far in program that yields
threshold probabilities greater than THRESH.
SPF(6) - Final buoy spacing for optimum single buoy Pd.
Not used in TASDA MOD3 3 but has not been removed from
COMMON
.
SPGRAN - Spacing granularity measure in miles; range
0-20 miles with accuracy of one mile. Used in deter-
mining the minimum spacing ratio. Program controlled
input parameter set to 5 in laboratory program.
SPGRH(40) - Spacing grid parameter holding. Used with CD,
coverage dimension, to calculate geometry spacing ratio
which, in turn, is used with sonobuoy grid coordinates





SPGRT^IO) - Spacing grid parameter transiting. See SPGRH.
SPI(6) - Spacing ratio increment. The amount the spacing
ratio is changed for the next spacing ratio to be tested.
List corresponds to different FOM.
SPIGRH(40) - Spacing increment grid parameter holding used
with CD, coverage dimension, to calculate initial geom-
etry spacing grid increment which, in turn, is used to
calculate new sonobuoy X and Y coordinates. Geometry
data input parameter.
SPIGRT(^O) - Spacing increment grid parameter transiting.
See SPIGRH.
SPMAX - Maximum allowable buoy spacing of a geometry.
Obtained by dividing RFRNGE by geometry RADIUS.
SPMIN - Minimum allowable buoy spacing of a
geometry.
SP0(6) - The spacing ratio corresponding to the best
coverage dimension found thus far in program that yields
optimal probabilities which are less than THRESH.
STEP - Set to STEPB or STEPL, depending on submarine
speed and maximum distance it can move. Time increment
used to calculate successive submarine positions.
STEPB - Large time increment. Used to calculate suc-
cessive submarine positions along track. Range is three
to five minutes with one minute accuracy. Program con-





STEPL - Small time increment. See STEPB. Range one to
three minutes with .1 minute accuracy. Set to two
minutes in laboratory program.
Tl - Lower printout probability threshold. Program
controlled input parameter; set to .20 in laboratory
program.
T2 - Upper printout probability threshold: See Tl
.
Program controlled input parameter; set to .75 in
laboratory program.
TD(6,6) - Storage matrix for mean time to detection values
associated with different buoy spacings and FOM. Used
in search algorithm to keep track of these values.
TDM(6) - List of sample mean times to first detection for
each given figure of merit (up to six). Equals zero,
if no detections occur.
THRC - Threshold probability default. If THRESH not
specified by operator, THRESH = THRC. Program controlled
input parameter. Set to .99 in laboratory program.
THRESH - Threshold probability. Operator controlled input
parameter used to determine probability of detection for
sonobuoy geometries. If threshold probability is exceeded,
criteria is met to stop search algorithm.
TMN(40,3)- Time to monitor buoys. Contains the amount of
time any zone of buoys are to be monitored; i.e.,
*TMN(6,2) = 10.0 would indicate the eight buoy zones for
the sixth geometry should each be monitored for ten min-
utes after which the next eight buoy zone should be




TMON - Monitoring time used in calculations, taken from
TMN array. See TMN.
TSNMAX - Operator controlled input parameter. Maximum time
target submarine can snorkel measured in minutes from
30 to 120 minutes. Used in determining snorkel and
submerged cycle of submarine.
TSNMIN - Operator controlled input parameter minimum time
target submarine can snorkel measured in minutes from
15 to 60 minutes. See TSNMAX.
TSUMAX - Operator controlled input parameter. Maximum sub-
merged time of target submarine measured in minutes from
360 to 720 in ten minute increments. See TSNMAX.
TSUMIN - Operator controlled input parameter. Minimum sub-
merged time of submarine measured in ten minute increments
from 120 to 240. See TSNMAX.
VELM - Submarine submerged speed in nautical miles/minute.
Obtained by dividing input parameter VEL by 60. Range:
1/15 to 2/3 knots per minute.
VELSNM - Submarine' speed while snorkeling in nautical miles/min.
Obtained by dividing input parameter VELSNK by 60.
Range: 1/20 to 1/5 knot per minute.
XB(l6) - Array of X coordinates of sonobuoys in current
geometry. One to 16 buoys available in any given geometry
XF1 - First X coordinate of rectangle in which submarine
completes movement. Used with XF2, YF1, YF2 to specify
area chosen at random. Operator controlled input param-




XF2 - Second X coordinate of rectangle in which submarine
completes movement. See XF.
XS1 - First X coordinate of rectangle in which submarine
movement originates. Used with XS2, YS1, YS2 to specify
area in which submarine movement originates. Actual
point within area is chosen at random. Operator con-
trolled input parameter. Range: -1000 to +1000 nautical
miles
.
XS2 - Second X coordinate of rectangle in which submarine
movement originates. See XS1.
YB(l6) - Array of Y coordinates of sonobuoys in current
geometry. See XB.
YF1, YF2- Y coordinates of rectangle in which submarine
movement terminates. See XF1.
YS1, YS2- Y coordinates of rectangle in which submarine
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(16) ,FMDB( 16) ,F




CN INDEXES IS 6
(6) ,P2(6) ,P3(6)




TS IN PROPOGATICN LOSS CLRVE IS 2C5
IN TACTICS IDENTIFICATION IS 60
2)
INDEXES IN CLASSIF1CATICN LIST
ITIONS) IS 99











































C T ( 4 1 )
TRY IS 12


























































































/ , N B M
SEGMENTS PER RLN IS 40C
CONSTANTS
EMPCRAL AND SPATIAL SIGNAS FOR RANCO
LEST VALUE CF CIFFERENCE EETWEEN EST
MUM AND CURRENT VALUE WITFCLT CUITTI
/3./,PI/3. 14 1592/,THRC/.9 9/,
PB/4./,K0Nl/l/ ,KCN2/2/ , KCN3/3/





































































































































































ION INDEXES IS 6
1(6) ,P2(6) ,P3(6),HT1(6) ,FT2(6) ,
NTS IN PROROGATION LOSS CURVE IS 2C5
2)
RS IN TACTICS IDENTIFICATION IS 60
,2)


















































P f VELM.ANPTS ,ICHAN,
1 ,DIRMIN,DIRMAX,DISMAX,





























fXFl ,YFltXF2 f YF2
:98) STEPL,STEPB
IF (NPLIND .NE. 1) GO TO 10


















































































, 15, 3X,6HNPTS = , I5,3X,6HMINB =,I5,3X
15,/, 1X,8HTMELTE =,F10.2,3X,
= ,F10.2,/,1X,5HVEL = , F 1 . 2 , 2X , /
,
RTING COORDINATES, /,4F20. 2,/,
NG COORDINATES, /,4F20. 2/, IX, 8FTHRESH '
/,16H FIGURE OF MERIT,F20.2,
OF RUNS PER PROBABILITY CALC = ' , I 5 )
P, STEPL,STEPB
',15,' STEPL = «,F7.2,' STEPB = »,F7




















































































AMAXKABSUS1 - XS2), AES(YS1 - YS2)) + DF +
AXI(XS1,XS2, >F1,XF2) - AM IN 1 ( XS 1 , X S2 , XF 1 , XF2)AXK YSi,YS2,YFl,Yf 2) - AM N 1 ( YS 1 , V S2 , YF 1 , Y F2 )











NSEGMX = (RUNT J-60. J/STEP +



















8866 FOPMAT(« THE NUMBER
STCP
END
































































































































































ION INDEXES IS 6
K6),P2(6),P3(6),HT1(6),HT2(6),
NTS IN PRCPOGATICN LOSS CURVE IS 205
2)
RS IN TACTICS IDENTIFICATION IS 60
,2)
M INDEXES IN C
L






















































IF (NHOkMV ,GE. 2) GO TO 187
SP = SPGRH( IGE) ~CDX
SPI = SPIGRHt IGE)
GC TO 188
SP = SPGRT(IGE) *
SPI = SPIGRT( IGE)
DO 210 K = 1,4
JPM(K) = K
CALL TRSH







C ^ **z x* **'" sfc v' *** *^* J ' -^ ^ *" ^ "^ A 5 * J" "^ it "^ *t
12 K = 2





Vs P ITE (6,7) IQFLG








C MAX. NO. OF BUOYS IS 16






C NUMBER OF POSITION INDEXES IS 6
CCMMON/A/ JPM(6),P1(6),P2(6),P3(6),HT1(6),FT2(6),
*HT3(6) ,TD(6)
C MAX. NO. OF POINTS IN PROPGGATICN LOSS CURVE IS 205
CCMMON/A/ PLC(205)
CCMMON/A/ JZONET( 12)
C NO. OF CHARACTERS IN TACTICS IDENTIFICATION IS 60
CCMMON/A/ IDT(12)
CCMMON/A/ KGC(17,2,2)
C MAX. NO. OF GEOM INDEXES IN CLASSIFICATION LIST
C (INCLUDING REPETITIONS) IS 99
CCMMQN/A/ KG I (-99)
C MAX. NO OF CHARACTERS IN GEOM. IDENTIFICATION = 16
CCMMON/A/ IDENT(4,4C)
C MAXIMUM NO. OF GEOMETRIES IS 40
CCMMON/A/ RADIUS (40) , SPGRT(40) , S P I GRT ( 4 ) , S FGRH (40 ) ,
SPIGRH(40) tJBU0Y(41 ) t JPL0T(41
)
C AVERAGE MO. OF BUOYS IN A GEOMETRY IS 12
COMMON/A/ KXB(480) ,KYB(480)
NPMAX,NSGMAX, ITM,SIGR,SIGB,PI,THRC,STEPL,

















































































































































































































































































































































M 5< K K K"










N^ K K K
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= JCOUNT + 12
= SIGB*( SUM - 6.0)












P.LE. 1) LSUB = -10
TS - NSUB
.GE.PLC(NR) ) GOTO 164
- NSUB
T.O) GOTO 62
B.EG.l ) GOTO 95
1
+ LSUB
.EQ.LSUB + 1) GOTO 163
- 1((ANFM-PLC(NR))/(PLC(NR+1) -PLC(NF) ) )
M.GT.66.0) R = 10** ( ( ANFM-66 . ) / 1 7 .0 )













GF(K) .LT.O.O) GOTO 95
RGE(K).GT. DISMAX) DLARGE(K) = DISMAX
X.LT.DLARGE(K))DMAX = DLARGE(K)


















ISMAX) DIS = DISMAX





























XS = XS + DELTAX
YS = YS + DELTAY
DMIN = DMIN + DELTAD
JFLAG = -1
DC 60 N = 1,NB
IF (DMIN.GT.DLARGE(N) ) DLARGE(N) =-1.0
IF (DLARGE(N) .LT.O.O) GOTO 60
FLAG SET TO INDICATE THAT THERE ARE MORE BUCYS TO BE TES
JFLAG = 1
IF (DMIN.LT.DSMALL (N)) GOTO 60
C(N) = SQRT((X3(N) - XS)**2 + ( YB (N )-YS )**2 )
IF (NPL IND.EQ.O) GCTO 43




PL(N) = PLCUC+1) + (PLC(IC + 2)-PLC( IC+1) )*(C(N)-AIC)
GCTC 46
IF (C(N ).GT.1.0) GCTO 44
PL(N) = 66.0
GCTO 46
PL(N) = 17.0*AL0G1C(C(N) )+66.0
COMPUTE SIGNAL EXCESS FOR EACH BUOY
SE(N) = FMF(N) - PL(N)
INCREASE FCM BY 2 DB FOR ALERTEC OPERATOR
IF( INDALT. GE.J)SE(N) = SE(N) +'2.0
I F(SE(N) .GT.O.O) I I = T I + 1
CCNTINUE










IF (UA.LE.O) .0R.( IA.GE.4) ) GO TO 240
GC TO ( 128, 124, 122) , IA
II .C-E. 3
HCLD3 = .TRUE.








HTM1 = HTM + STEP
INDALT = J + 0.5 + 20. /STEP
IF( JJ1.EQ.1) GO TO 126
TDM = TCM + TSTART + J^STEP
NFD = NFD + 1
JJ1 = 1
IF (( IA.LE.O) .OR .( IA.GE.4) ) GO TC 134
GC TO ( 120, 130, 132) , IA
IF( .NOT . H0LD1 ) GOTO 130
NHT1 = NHT1 +1
FCLDl = .FALSE.
IF( .N0T.H0LD2) GO TO 132
NFT2 = NHT2 + 1
FCLD2 = .FALSE.
IF( .N0T.HCLD3) GO TO 134




69 IF (.NOT. HCLD1) GO TO 51
169

NHTl = NHT I + I
IF(.NOT. HCLD2) GOTO 51
NFT2 = NHT2 + 1
IF( .NOT .HOLD3) GOTO 51
NHT3 = NHT3 + 1
51 CONTINUE
IFUJ3.EQ.I) GOTO 55
IF( JJ2. EC.l) GOTO 65
IF(JJl.EQ.l) GOTO 75
GC TO 137
55 AK3 = AK3 + l.O/ANRUNS
65 AK2 = AK2 + l.O/ANRUNS





145 IF(NHT1 .EQ.O) GOTO 155
HTM1 = HTM1/FL0AT(NHT1)
IF(NHT2 .EQ.O) GOTO 155







C MAX. NO. OF BUOYS IS 16
CCMMON/A/ XB( 16) ,Y8(16) ,FMDB( 16
)
,FMF( 16) ,C( 16),PL( 16),
* SF(16)
CCMMON/A/ II,JJl,JJ2,JJ3,AKl,AK2,AK3,INDALT t
*FN,TDM,HTM1,HTM2 ,HTM3 , SP,
*SPIfSPF,SPO,SPl,CD,CDI ,
-CCD,IGEA,NFD,LS,LAS,NHT1,NHT2,NHT3,NF,LSA,CD1
C NUMBER OF POSITION INDEXES IS 6
COMMON/ A/ JPM(6),P1(6),P2(6),P3(6),HTI(6),FT2(6),
*HT3(6) ,T0(6)
C MAX. NO. OF POINTS IN PROPOG£TICN LOSS CLRVE IS 205
COMMON/A/ PLC(205)
CCMMON/A/ JZ0NET(12)
C NO. OF CHARACTERS IN TACTICS IDENTIFICATION IS 60
CCMMON/A/ IDTQ2)
CCMMON/A/ KGC(17,2,2)
C MAX. NO. OF GEOM INDEXES IN CLASS I F I CAT I CN LIST
C (INCLUDING REPETITIONS) IS 99
CCMMON/A/ KGK99)
C MAX. NO OF CHARACTERS IN GECM. IDENTIFICATION = 16
CCMMON/A/ IDENT(4,40)
C MAXIMUM NO. OF GEOMETRIES IS 40
COMMON/ A/ RADIUS (40) , SPGRT(40)
»
SPIGRT(40) ,SPGRH(40) ,
* SPIGRH(40) ,J BUOY (41 ) , J PLOT (41 )





* NRUNS, JJNO,NCET,LCCN,MCCN, IC0N,T1,T2
CCMMON/A/ L,DF,KN,CDX,LPT,XSl,XS2,YSl,YS2,XFi,XF2,
* YF1,YF2, MINBf MAXB,STEP,VELM, ANPTS » I CHAN,
* ANRUNS,KK,LT,M1 ,N6,FMl ,CIRM.IN, DIRMAX,DISMAX,




LCGICAL GEO END, AC , HOL Dl , H0LD2
,
FCLD3 , L I N , L IM 1 , L F
A
CCMMON/A/ GF0END,AC,H0L0l,H0LD2,HCLD3fLIV t LIMl,LFACCMMON/A/ BSPF, BT CM , BHTM 1 , BHTM2 8HTM3 , 3 AK 1 , BAK2 ,
* BAK3,ISEEC,NPTS, I OUT,
F
NCT , NNFD , J J
N








1CC0 LIM = .FALSE.
1100 LS =
108C LIM1 = .FALSE.
IF (LPT .LT. 3) GO TO 1010
IFUAS.GE.5) GOTO 1210
C
c COMPUTE COORDINATES OF STARTING AND ENDING RECTANGLES



















1C10 LSM = LS
IF (LSM .GE. 8) GO TO 1210
SFIM = SPI
IF( (LSM .NE.3) .AND. .NOT. LIM) GOTO 1015




1C15 XSF = SP
IF (LSM .NE. 0) XSP = XSP + SPIM
IF (LSM - 3) 1031, 1018, 1040
1018 LT = 3
WRITE (6,2) LT
2 FCRMAT <4H P ,5X,4FLT =, 15)
CALL REFN













SPMIN) GO TO 1032








IF ((LSM.LF.O).OR. (LSM.GE.3)) GO TO 241








IF (LIM1) GO TO
SPI = -SPIM
• LIM1 = .TRUE.
GC TO 1010






1037 SPDIF = SPLIM -
SPIM = ,5*SPIM
LIM = . TRUE.
IF (ABS(SPOIF)
SP












































XE(J) = FLOAT (KXB( IND) )
YB( J) = FLOAT(KYB( IND) )
INC = IND + 1




















IF (L.EC.O) GOTO 1170








DATE STATE OF SET Ml
C IP = 2-<LSM - L























IR.GT. 14) ) GO TO 3020
302
GdTO (3030,30 20, 3030, 3 04 0,3050, 3060, 3070, 3C80 T 3070»
* 3020,3083, 3020,3070,3087) , IR
JPM(4) = JPM( 1)




























































































































































MAX. NO. OF BUOYS IS 16
CCNMON/A/ XB(16) t YB(16),FMDB(16),FMF(l6),Ctl6),PL(16),
* SE(16)
CCMMON/A/ II,JJltJJ2,JJ3,AKi t AK2»AK3tINDALTt
*F>,TDM,HTM1,HTM2,HTP3,SP,
CD, CD I ,
LAS T NHTl,NHT2,NHT3,NF,LSAfCDl
NUMBER OF POSITION INDEXES IS 6
CCMMGN/A/ JPM(6),P1(6),P2(6),P3(6),HT1(6),FT2(6),
«HT3(6) ,TD(6)




C MAX. NO. OF POINTS IN PRCPOGATICN LOSS CURVE IS 205
CCMMON/A/ PLC(205)
CCMMON/A/ JZCNE"!"(12)
C NO. CF CHARACTERS IN TACTICS I CENT I F I CAT ION IS 60
CCMMON/A/ !DT(12)
CCMMON/A/ KGC(17,2,2)
C MAX. NO. OF GEOM INDEXES IN C
L
ASS I F I C AT I CN LIST
C (INCLUDING REPETITIONS) IS 99
CCMMON/A/ KGK99)
C MAX. NO OF CHARACTERS IN GEOM. IDENTIFICATION = 16
CCMMON/A/ IDENT(4,40)
C MAXIMUM NO. OF GEOMETRIES IS 40




C AVERAGE NO. OF BUOYS IN A GEOMETRY IS 12
CCMMON/A/ KXB(430) ,KYB(480)
CCMMON/A/ NPMAX,NSGMAX t ITM,SIGRtSIGB,PI,ThRC»STEPLf








* NHOWMVt NPLINDtNSEGMXt RFRNGE,THRFSh,




CCMMON/A/ GEOEND,AC,HOLD1,HOL02 , HCLD3,LIN , LIM1,LFA









IF((LT .LT. 0).OR.(LT .GT. 3))G0 TO 5020
GC TO (5010, 5020, 5030) , LT
C
C LT = 1, THRESHOLD TEST
501G IF (AK1 .GT.THRESH) L = 1
RETURN
C
C LT = 2 OR LT .GT. 3, COMPARISON TESTS
C KK HAS INITIALLY BEEN SET TO JPM(4),(FCP
C THRESHOLD/OPTIMUM) OR TO JPM(L),L = 5 CR 6
C (FOR AREA MAXIMIZATION)
50 2C K = JPM(LT)
IF (PKKK) .GT.PKK) ) L = I
RETURN
C
C LT = 3, OPTIMUM TEST
5030 K = JPM(l)
D = Pl( K)
K = JPM(2)
E = Pl( K)
K = JPM(3)
F = PKK)




9C NAX. NO. OF BUOYS IS 16





*FN f TDM, HTMl,HTM2»HTN3 t SP f
*SFI,SPF ,SP0,SP1,CD,CDI,
*CDDi IGEA,NFD,LS,LAS,NHT1,NHT2,NFT3,NF,LS£,CCI
C NUMBER OF RHSITION INDEXES IS 6
CCMMON/A/ JPM(6) ,PK6),P2(6),P3(6),HTK6),hT2(6),
*HT3(6) ,TD( 6)
C MAX. NO. OF POINTS IN PROPOGATION LOSS CURVE IS 205
CCMMON/A/ PLC(205)
CCMMON/A/ JZONET(12)
C NO. OF CHARACTERS IN TACTICS IDENTIFICATION IS 60
CCMMON/A/ IDT(L2)
CCMMON/A/ KGC(17,2,2)
C MAX. NO. OF GEOM INDEXES IN CLASS I F I CAT I CN LIST
C (INCLUDING REPETITIONS) IS 99
CCMMON/A/ KGM99)
C MAX. NO OF CHARACTERS IN GEOM. IDENTIFICATION = 16
CCMMON/A/ IDENT(4,40)
C MAXIMUM NO. OF GEOMETRIES IS 40
CCMMON/A/ RADIUS(40),SPCRT(40),SPIGRT(40),SPGRH(40),
* SPIGRH(4C) ,J3U0Y(41) , JPLCT (41
)
C AVERAGE NO. OF BUCYS IN A GEOMETRY IS L2
CCMMON/A/ KX3(480) ,KYB(480)
CCMMON/A/ NPMAX,NSG>AX,ITM,SIGR,SIGB,PI,TFRC,STEPL,





* ANRUNS,KK,LT,M1,NB,FM1 ,DIRMIN,DIRfAX,DI SMAX,
* NHOWMV, NPLINCNSEG MX, RFPNGE, THRESH,















C GET GEOMETRY DATA SUBROUT INE , I F GEOEND = TRUE
C NO ADDITIONAL GEOMETRIES ARE AVAILABLE
IF (IGFLG .EO. 2) GO TO 60C0
4000 IF (KN .NE. 0) GO TO 4110
4100 GECEND = MINB .GT. MAXB
IF (GEOEND) GO TO 4060
N = MI NO(NHOWMV, 2 )
II = KGC(MAX3, 2 , N)
KN = KGCCMAXB + 1, 2, N) -II
MAXB = KAXB - 1
IF (KN .FQ. 0) GO TO 4100
4110 IGE = KGK ID11=11+1
KN = KN - 1
C
C COLLECT GEOMETRY DATA
C
6000 IB1 = JBUOY( IGE)
NB = JBUCY( IGE + 1 ) - IB1
BUOYSP = (KXB(IB1)-KXB(IB1+U )**2 + (KYB(IBl)
*- KYB( I Bl+1) ) *^2
BUOYSP = SQRT(BUOYSP)
SPMAX = RFRNGE / RADIUS(IGE)




































































A/ XB( 16) ,Y
SE(16)

































ION INDEXES IS 6
1(6),P2(6),P3(6),HT1(6),FT2(6),
NTS IN PROPOGATICN LOSS CLRVE IS 2C5
2)
RS IN TACTICS IDENTIFICATION IS 60
»2)












































































S IN A GEOMETRY IS
(480)
,







,M1,NB, FM1 ,DIRMIN,DIRMAX,DI SMAX,





TMl,BHTM2 ,BHTM3 ,BAK1 ,EAK2,
PTS, I OUT, FMCT,NNFD,JJN
INE TO PRINT 1ST PART
( 12H1GE0METRY ID, 4A4)(30X,21HSPACING (NAUT. MI.) =,1X,F5.C)
(20X, 31HMEAN TIME TO DETECTION (MIN.) =,F5.0




(17H NUMBER CF EU0YS=,I5/)
1X,32HEFFECTIVE RADIUS OF










IX, 14HPR0BABILITY OF, 12, IX, 7H0R
TANIOUS DETECTIONS =,1X,F7.2)
(22h CONTINUOUS MONITORING)
LG .EQ. 3) GO TO 8000
6,2004) ( ICENT( I,IGE ),I=1,4)
6,2018) NB
6,2036)
= NO DETECTION, , IX


































INE TO PRINT 2ND PART

















































































TO PREPARE CATA FGR PRINTING
Q. 0) GO TO 8005
L,NB
AT (KXB( IND) )*SP
AT (KYB( IND) )~SP
1
. 3) GO TO 3085














































































































































































































Y c t c i a






ICN INDEXES IS 6
1(6),P2(6),P3(6),HT1(6),FT2(6),
NTS IN PROPOGATIGN LOSS CURVE IS 205
2)
RS IN TACTICS IDENTIFICATION IS 60
,2)
M INDEXES IN CLASSIFICATION
TITIQNS) IS 99
LIST













































































9007 JPM(K) = K
IF (NHOWMV .GT. I) GO TO 90 10
































IF (GEQEND) GO TC 9320
IF (NHOWMV .GE. 2) GO TO 9017
















KK = JPM( 5)
LT = 2
J = 2*LASM - LSM + 10
IF(U.LT.l) .OR. (J.GT.10)) GO TO 9046
GC TO (9050, 9070, 9080,9 130,9140, 9150, 9160,9180, 9200, 92
LSA =
GC TO 9220









IF L=l, the OLD VALUE IS BIGGER THAN TFE NEW VALUE
IF (L .EC. 1) GO TO 9100
GCTO 91 10
CDI = -CDI
CD = CD + CDI
LAS = 3
LSA =


















IF L=l, THE OLD VALUE IS BIGGER THAN TFE NEW VALUE
IF (L .EC. 1) GO TQ 9173






























































IF ( (LASM.LE.O) .OR. (LASM. GE .6) ) GO TO 9226












CDI = CDLIM - CD
CCD = CDLIM
LFA = .TRUE.
CD = C D D
IF (LSA.NE.O) SPO = SP
















C D I * . 5
CC + CDI










KK = JpM(6 )
CALL REFN





0) LT = 5
9295, 9310
,THE VALUE FROM
1) GO TO 9292
























IF (J .EG. 0) GO TO 9310
SAVE VALUES
K = JPM(L )
JPM(L) = JPM(J)
JPM(J) = K
IF (AC) GOTO 9030
GO TO 9C10




N = I ABS(IG C A)


























SUBROUTINE TO READ GEOMETRY DATA INTO PROGRAM
VAX. NO. OF BUOYS IS 16
CCMMON/A/ XB(16),YB(16) ,FMDB( 16 ) , FMF ( 1 6 ) , C ( 16 ) , PL ( 16 ) ,
* SEU6)
CCMMON/A/ II,JJL f JJ2,JJ3,AKltAK2fAK3tINDALT,
*FNfTDM,HTMl,HTM2,HTN3 t SPi
*SPI ,SPF ,SP0»SP1 ,CD .CDI,
*CCD,IGEA,NFD,LStLAS f NHTl,NHT2,NHT3,NF,LSA,CDl
NUMBER OF POSITION INDEXES IS 6
CCMMON/A/ JPM(6),P1(6),P2(6),P3(6),HTI(6)»FT2(6),
*HT3(6) ,TD(6)
MAX. NO. OF POINTS IN PROPOGAT.ICN LOSS CURVE IS 205
CCMMON/A/ PLC(205)
CCMMON/A/ JZ0NETQ2)
NO. OF CHARACTERS IN TACTICS IDENTIFICATION IS 60
CCMMON/A/ IDTQ2)
CCNNON/A/ KGC(17,2,2)
MAX. NO. OF GEOM INDEXES IN CL ASS I F I C AT I CN LIST
(INCLUDING REPETITIONS) IS 99
CCMMON/A/ KGM99)




C MAXIMUM NO. OF GEC M ETRIES IS 40




* SPIGRH(40) ,JBU0Y(41 ) , JPLCT(41 )
C AVERAGE NO. n F BUOYS IN A GECMETRY IS 12
CCMMON/A/ KXB(480) ,KYB(480)
CCMMON/A/ KPMAX, NSGMAX, ITM, SIGR,SIGB,PI ,TFRC, STEPL,





« ANRUNS, KK,LT,M1. ,NB,FM1 ,CIRMIN,DIRMAX,DISMAX,
* NHOWMV,NPLIND,NS c GMX, RFRNGE, THRESH,




LCGICAL GEO END, AC , HOL Dl , HQLD2 , FC LD3 , L I N , L !M1,LFA
CCMMON/A/ GE EN 0, A C, HOL D 1, H OL D 2, HCLD3, LI N,LIVL,LFA
CCMMON/A/ BSPF, BTCM t BHTM I , BHTM2 , BHTM3 , 3 AK 1 , OAK 2,
* BAK3,ISEED,NPTS,ICUT,FMCT,NNFD,JJN
DIMENSION KG(4), KGS ( 4 , 40 , 16 ) , KXBT(L6), KYeT{16),
*NGE(40,4)
C NUMBER CF GEOMETRIES IS LO
DATA NGMAX/10/
998 FORMAT C1GE0METRY NO.', 13/' GECMETRY ID «,4A4/
*• NUMBER OF BUOYS', 13//' TARGET APPLICATIONS')
997 FCPMAT (5X,4A4)
996 FORMAT ( ' 0' , 7X , • BUCY DATA'/'OBUCY NO. X Y'/
*( I5 T I9, 18)
)
994 FCRMAT (3{I3, ','), 13)
993 FCRMAT (7(13, ' , ) , 13)
992 FCRMAT (11(13, ','), 13)
985 FCPMAT CORADIUS =',F9.2/)
1000 FORMAT ( 4 A4 , 4 I 1 , 2 I 5/ 5F8.2)
100 L FCRMAT (1615)
1002 FCPMAT(80A1)
IGE = 1
CC 10 I = 1,4
DC 10 NB = 1, 16




90 REAC(5, 1000,END=220)(ICENT( J, IGE),J=1,4),(KG(I),I=1,4)
*, NB, NP, SPGRT(IGE), SPIGRT(IGE), SPGRH(IGE),
* SPIGRH(IGE), RADIUS(IGE)
WPITE(6,998) IGE, ( I CENT ( J , I GE ) , J=l,4), NB
DO 100 I = 1,4
IF (KG( I ) .NE. I) GO TO 100
J = NGF(NB, I ) + 1
KGS(I, J, NB) = IGE
NGE(NB, I ) = J
100 CCNTINUE
C
JEUOY( IGE) = JBM
JPLCT(IGE) = JP
READ(5, 1001, END=210) (KXBT(I), KYBT(I), 1=1, NB)
WRITE(6,996) (I, KXBT(I), KYBT(I), 1=1, NB)
J = 1
LIMT= JBM + NB - 1
DC 105 I=JBM,LIMT
KXB( I ) = KXBT( J)
KYB(I) = KYBT(J)
105 J = J + 1






















SFIGRT (IGE) = 0.0
IF (KG( 1 ) + KG(3 )
SPGRH(IGF) = 0.0
SPIGPH( IGE) = 0.0
WPITE(6,985) RADIUS(IGE)
JP = LIMT+ I
NE. 0) GO TO 1420
IGE = IGE 1
IF (IGE .LE. NGMAX) GO TO 90
JBUOY(IGE) = JBM





DC 240 NB=L» 16
KGCCNB, I, J) = L
N = NGE(NB,K)
IF (N .EQ. 0) GO TO 240
LI = L
DC 230 N=1,N
KGKLI = KGS(K, M, NB
)
L = L + 1
CONTINUE
LINT= L - 1
CONTINUE
KGC(17, I,




JP = JP -
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